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35 CENTS

14 arrested in ongoing drug investigation
By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Ttmee Stall Writer

Increasing
cloudiness
Tonight: Increasing cloudiness with a 30 percent chance of
rain after midnight Low 35 to
40. Light wind.
Wednesday: Rain likely. High
50 to 55. Likelihood of rain 70
percent.

MURRAY. KY

WORLD

NATIONAL

WASHINGTON — Thrift regulator M. Danny Wall, acknowledging
mistakes in his handling of the nation's largest savings and loan failure, today vigorously defended his overall performance and declared,
"No political figure influenced my decisions."
WASHINGTON — Congressional leaders hope their long-sought
dea1 on a $14.8 billion budget-cutting package will spur a separate
effort to eliminate some Medicare benefits and put an unusually early
end to this year's session.
WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Dick Cheney is studying
suggestions for "revolutionary changes" in America's military —
including cutting 100,000 Army soldiers, getting rid of 100 Navy ships
and closing at least a dozen Air Force bases, Pentagon sources say.
SEATTLE — Machinists ended their 48-day strike against Boeing and will head back to work Wednesday after overwhelmingly approving a three-year contract that could become the standard for the aerospace industry.
WASHINGTON — Hepatitis B, a blood-borne disease that can
cause fatal liver cancer, is a much greater worldwide health threat than
AIDS, but U.S. doctors are doing little to promote use of a vaccine
against the illness, an infectious disease expert says.

STATE
CARROLLTON — Larry Mahoney admits drinking, driving on the
wrong side of Interstate 71 and hitting a loaded church bus, one of his
lawyers told his jury. But he said as Mahoney's trial opened that the
bus itself, not Mahoney, was to blame for the "senseless tragedy" that
followed — 27 deaths and dozens of injuries in one of the nation's
worst bus disasters.
PIKE VILLE — Hawkeye Coal Co., contending a strike by nonunion coal drivers has hurt business, has won a court order limiting
picket activity outside its mines.
WASHINGTON — Federal thrift regulator M. Danny Wall has
changed his description of a telephone call he got in April from U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard of Kentucky.

Staff photo by Dan Loudy

Associated Press Writer

MILWAUKEE — Robin Yount's 16 years with the Milwaukee Brewers have been ones of quiet efficiency. He's a hitter and a leader, not
a talker. He's also a two--time American League Most Valuable
Player.
WASHINGTON — The Denver Broncos, minus ailing quarterback
John Elway, defeated the Washington Redskins 14-10.
WASHINGTON — All season, Denver coach Dan Reeves has been
calling Dennis Smith the key to the Broncos' vastly improved defense.
IRVING, Texas — Things have gone from bad to sad for the Dallas
Cowboys.

FINANCE

WASHINGTON — Congress
struggled into the night Monday to
finish a tax bill, repeal the Medicare catastrophic illness surtax and
repair abortion-vetoed spending
bills so it could adjourn for a
yearend holiday stretching into
1990.
"There has been a coming
together, a meeting of the minds, a
confluence of strong intentions
toward reaching a resolution," said

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley,
D-Wash., optimistic for an adjournment by Tuesday.
House and Senate leaders from
both parties held meeting after
meeting through the day on the two
biggest unfinished pieces of the
puzzle — deficit reduction bill and
a repeal or scale-back of Medicare
catastrophic health insurance.
The health plan, designed to prevent retirees from being financially
ruined by major illness, was passrd
(Cont'd on page 2)

By ALISON SIAALE
Associated Press Writer

The protests posed the greatest
threat to date to the rigid model of
Communist government that has
prevailed here since a Soviet-led
invasion crushed the "Prague
Spring" reform movement in 1968.
Czechoslovak TV said at least
200,000 people took part in the
march in the capital. It also
reported 20,000 protesters in the
city of Brno, 10.000 in Bratislava
and 5,000 in Liberec.
"Freedom!" and "End to one-

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia —
More than 200,000 people filled
the streets of Prague on Monday,
demanding free elections and the
resignation of the hard-line leader
in the largest protest ever in this
Communist nation.
For the first time in decades.
major protests involving tens of
thousands of citizens also broke out
in other cities, state-run Czechoslo(Cont'd on page 2)
vak TV said.

Steps taken
to establish
conservancy
district

NEW YORK — Dun &
Bradstreet Corp. said it agreed
to pay $333 million in cash for
Management Science America
Inc., which sells mainframe
computer software.
Dun & Bradstreet said Monday the companies reached a
definitive merger agreement at a
price of $18.50 a share after
unanimous approval by MSA's
board of directors.

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Tense SUM Writer
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Congress working hard to
go home for the holidays
By STEVEN KOMAROW

SPORTS

BUSINESS

Detective Charles Peeler of the Murray Police Department, left, and Assistant District Attorney David
Harrington escort an unidentified subject after arresting him on suspected drug trafficking Monday. Murray Police Chief Larry Nixon said the drug probe, a joint investigation between the MPD and the Kentucky State Police, has been going on since January of this year.

Fourteen local residents have
been taken into custody as a result
of a ongoing joint drug investigation between the Murray Police
Department and the Kentucky State
Police.
Police arrested 11 of the 14 people Monday after the November
grand jury indicted 20 people in
connection with alleged cocaine
and marijuana trafficking in Calloway County. Three of the ones
indicted — Kenny Hammonds, Tim
Foster, and Randy Payne — were
arrested Oct. 12 on cocaine trafficking charges.
Murray Police Chief Larry Nixon said the local police department
and the state police have been
working together on the investigation since January of this year. He
added that all the charges against
the individuals were cocaine or
marijuana-related.
David Harrington, assistant district attorney, said the events on
Monday had been a long time
coming.
"We have received a lot,of cooperation fron the people in the community and that has helped quite a
bit with the investigation," Harrington said. "We have known
about the activities of some of
these people for a long time, and it
felt good to finally be able to do
something about it"
Joe Pat Cahoon, area supervisor
for the Drug Enforcement Special
Investigations unit of the state
police, said the people arrested
were street level dealers. He said
these arrested were the local con-

Horoscope
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Sports
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Satur•
day. Regular oMce hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

The Calloway County Conservation District, after hearing from
area farmers who said they were
tired of seeing their crops turn to
mud every heavy rain, took the
first step in establishing a floodplain conservancy district along
Clark's River north of Murray.
The district will hold a referendum within the next several weeks
to allow farmers within the floodplain to vote on the district, which
would mean an additional tax for
those landowners. If the public
hearing last night is any indication,
however, the issue is already
decided.
"The tax is minimal compared to
what 1 lost this spring when the
water got out (of the river)." •
according to one farmer.
The purpose of the district is to

J. I. Grogan shows Calloway County Conservation District Chairman Albert Wilson, far left, and state
conservation field representative Dennis Seltsam where levies built by farmers on the Clark's River has
forced flood water onto other farmers' property. The public hearing Monday night set in motion the steps
to forming a floodplain conservation district to help improve the flow of the river north of Murray.
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In custody...
(Cont'd from page 1)
tacts for the people who were
"addicted and needed a daily fix."
Cohoon added that, locally, a gram
of cocaine sold for approximately
$100.
Cohoon said the last drug buy
from undercover narcotics agents
occurred on Thursday. Nov. 9. The
grand jury returned the indictments
to the judge the following day.
Cohoon and Nixon said additional
arrests are expected to be made
today.
The following is a list of the
individuals arrested Monday and
the felony charges brought against
them. Some charges are still pending. One misdemeanor is listed:
• Ricky Prescott, two counts of
trafficking in cocaine.
• Jeri Lisa Morris, one count of
trafficking in cocaine.
• William Hornbuckle, two

counts of trafficking in cocaine.
• Raymond Leach, one count of
trafficking in cocaine.
• Steve Jackson, one count of
trafficking in cocaine.
• Hazel Marie Kohlenberger,
one count of conspiring to traffic
marijuana (three pounds).
• Darrell Foster, one count of
trafficking in cocaine.
• James D. Fox, two counts of
trafficking in cocaine.
• Tammy Seay, one count of
trafficking in marijuana over eight
ounces (one pound) and one count
of conspiring to traffic marijuana.
• Willie Ware, two counts of
criminal facilitating (Class A
misdemeanor).
• Jeffery Raspberry, two counts
of trafficking in cocaine.
In addition, a search warrant was
served for Raspberry's residence in
Hazel. Police seized a quantity of
suspected cocaine, marijuana and
drug paraphernalia.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/whatiwhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more. Call_

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-834.8

PHOTO COUPON
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Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-41 75

DAY SALE
$10 - $90 off entire stock
The BOSSTM
UPRIGHT
•6 5 Amp ESP Motor
•Carpet Height
Adjustment

Conservancy...

Prague-.
(Cont'd from page /)
party rule!" cried the demonstrators in Prague. Their protest began
with a few hundred people in
downtown Wenceslas Square and
turned into a triumphal march for
democracy, accompanied by the
clanging of bells from sympathetic
trolley-car drivers. Bystanders
jangled their keys in solidarity.
From Wenceslas Square, the protesters set out for Hradcany Castle,
a national symbol and the residence
of President Gustav Husak They
were blocked by police barriers and
later dispersed peacefully after a
three-hour march.
"It's the end, Milos!" the
demonstrators shouted, referring to
Communist Party chief Milos
Jalces. To fellow Czechoslovaks,
they chanted, "Stop being afraid!"
lakes responded by warning the
demonstrators not to go too far.
"Any attempts to disrupt social
and political stability ... can only
seriously threaten the implementation of necessary change and bring
the society into a crisis with
unforeseeable consequences," the
67-year-old leader said on
television.
In a sharp break with usual practice, the television devoted extensive coverage to the demonstrations, and the official news agency
CTK and Czechoslovak radio
reported the protesters' demands
for free elections.
Some protesters carried banners
reading "Red murderers to court"
— a reference to the alleged death
of mathematics student Martin
Smid. Dissidents say Smid was
killed Friday by police, but the
government called reports of the
death "an unfounded rumor."
The demonstrators also supported a general strike called by
students and artists for Nov. 27.
In Washington, the State Department canceled a planned visit by
Jan Fojtik, chief ideologist of the
Czechoslovak Communist Party,
because of the use of force against
protesters.
Department spokeswoman said
earlier the police actions were "in
sharp contrast to other East European countries who are beginning
to respond to the wishes of their
people."
Monday's demonstrations in
Czechoslovakia were the latest
signs of political unrest sweeping
Eastern Europe.
More than 200,000 demonstrators took to the streets in the East
German city of Leipzig to press for
free elections and an end to the
Communist monopoly on power.
Communist Party chief Egon Krenz
met with an envoy from Bonn in
talks expected to focus on financial
aid.

Read the

want ads daily

(Cont'd from page 1)
allow floodplain landowners to tax
themselves to raise money to clear
and maintain the river, which has
been clogged during recent years
by logjams and other debris that
forces flood water onto adjacent
farmland.
Organizers will now compile a
list of eligible voters at the county's property valuation administrator's office and announce the
referendum later this month. Only
landowners within the district will
be allowed to vote.
The proposed district stretches
approximately 10 miles from the
Marshall County line to Ky. Hwy.
94 east of Murray and averages
4,500 feet wide across the river.
The district involves approximately
115 property tracts and a map of
the area can be seen at the conservation office.
If the district is approved, farmers would then elect a fivemember board of directors who
would be in charge of setting and
collecting taxes and establishing
procedures for the clearing of the
river.
The district would be allowed to
cut overhanging trees and clear
jams in the river under conservation and Environmental Protection
Agency guidelines but would not
be able to cut additional channels
or dig gravel out of the river.
Under an estimated land assessment of $200 per acre, the district
should raise more than $4,937 its
first year with the maximum tax
rate of $5 per $1,000 assessment,
according to Kentucky Division of
Conservation field representative
Dennis Seltsam.
But that is only enough to clear
approximately one-half mile of river based upon other similar established floodplain district projects,
according to Seltsam.
Establishing the district may,
however, give the farmers a better
chance at receiving state and federal grants for the river, according to
Calloway County Conservation
District Chairman Albert Wilson,
who said the county's Fiscal Court
may contribute to the project.
Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks, however,
said he would have to discuss the
matter with the court before making any comments on local
funding.
Taxes in the district can be
raised at a later date following a
second referendum, Seltsam said.
After the 9.7 miles of river in the
district can be cleared of debris,
the district should be able to lower
the tax and still receive enough
funds to maintain the channel,
according to Seltsam. "The biggest
job will be clearing it the first
time," he said.
After the trees and brush are
clear, the water should take care of
the rest, washing gravel bars away
and cutting a deeper channel for
itself, Seltsam said.

(Cont'd from page 1)
last year with strong bipartisan
support and was considered one of
the last major achievements of
Ronald Reagan's presidency.
But Congress was forced to
rethink the legislation this year
because of a storm of protest from
the wealthy elderly, who would be
taxed up to $800 a year to cover
their new benefits.
The House on Sunday, on a
349-57 vote, reaffirmed its position
that the entire law should be
scrapped, surtax and benefits
together. The Senate, however,
favors a plan to scale back the benefits enough to drop the surtax in
exchange for a small annual
premium.
The two chambers resumed
negotiations Monday in hopes of a
compromise.
Another "must-pass" piece of
legislation was a collection of
about $5.3 billion in new taxes, a
bunch of accounting changes, and
some across-the-board spending
cuts to reduce the budget deficit.
President Bush has said he wants at
least $14 billion in deficit reduction for the current fiscal year.
Three-way talks involving the
House, Senate and the White
House were negotiating that deal,
which covers a broad range of
issues — and, indirectly, the pay
raise that Congress decided last
week to give itself.
The pay raise package includes initial "cost-of-living adjustments" of 7.9 percent in the House
and nearly 10 percent for the
Senate. But those raises won't happen until the budget bill is enacted.
Enactment would cancel spending
cuts ordered Oct. 1 under the
Gramm-Rudman law because Congress and the president failed to
meet their deficit-reduction goals.
On the spending front, President
Bush on Monday was expected to
veto his second appropriations bill
in two days because he objected to
abortion provisions.
Bush on Sunday vetoed a $14.6
billion foreign aid bill because it
contained $15 million for a United
Nations population control agency
that operates worldwide, including
China.
China has a one-child-per-family
policy that Bush said results in
coerced abortions, and he said U.S.
aid to the U.N. agency would make
the United States a party to that
practice.
The House, which does not have
a two-thirds majority to override
Bush on abortion questions,
approved and sent to the Senate
Monday a bill without the money
for the population control agency.
Bush on Monday was expected
to veto the annual District of Columbia appropriations bill. While
Congress barred the city from
using federal money for abortions,
it took out a similar restriction on
the city's use of its own local tax
dollars.
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The House by voice vote on

Congress...

Monday sent Bush a third spending
bill, vetoed earlier in an abortion
dispute, in a form more to his
liking.
The $156.7 billion appropriation
for the Departments of Labor,
Health and Human Services, and
other agencies, was vetoed earlier
because Congress voted to allow
federal money to pay for abortions
for poor women who were victims
of rape and incest. At Bush's insistence, the new bill would cover
abortions cases only when the life
of the mother was in danger.
Although its adjournment target
dates are typically in early October,
Congress typically works until
nearly Christmas in non-election
years. The last time it adjourned
before December in an odd numbered year was in 1983, when
lawmakers went home on Nov. 18.
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

CARROLLTON, Ky. — Larry
Mahoney admits drinking, driving
on the wrong side of Interstate 71
and hitting a loaded church bus,
one of his lawyers told his jury.
But he said as Mahoney's trial
opened Monday that the bus itself,
not Mahoney, was to blame for the
"senseless tragedy" that followed
— 27 deaths and dozens of injuries
in one of the nation's worst bus
disasters.
The prosecutor countered that
Mahoney committed a "murderous
deed," and relatives of several
crash victims scoffed at Mahoney's
bus-safety defense.
"Bus safety is not the issue here.
Murder is the issue, drunk driving," said Lee Williams, whose
wife and two daughters died in the
May 14, 1988, crash and fire.
Mahoney, 36, faces 82 criminal
charges, including 27 counts of
murder. His trial in Carroll Circuit
Court is expected to last at least
one month.
Special prosecutor Paul Richwalsky, an assistant state attorney
general, began amassing testimony
that Mahoney was drinking through
the afternoon and evening of the
crash.
The first five witnesses — two
bartenders, a liquor store clerk and
two of Mahoney's friends — testified to his drinking at least five
beers. But all said Mahoney did not
appear to be intoxicated.
More witnesses were scheduled
today.
Mahoney's lawyers have contended that the bus. a 1977 model
that had been sold as school surplus, was a latent bomb because of a
vulnerable fuel tank. They say the
bus also lacked enough exits and
that its 12-inch-wide aisle was too
narrow to permit emergency
escapes.
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GIBSON HAM CO,

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
107 N. 3rd St.
Phone: 753-1601
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Burley tobacco brings higher prices on opening day of sales
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Burley tobacco, Kentucky's No.
I crop, brought higher prices on
the opening day of sales, but growers gave mixed reviews to the
results.

Shelby Ogden of Fayette County
said the average $1.67 per pound
he received Monday for his leaf
was lower than he expected, considering the demand for burley.
The price was 4 cents per pound
above last year's average, but he

Fill Yourself With Thanks
Before You Fill Up on Food
DEAR READERS: Here's an
update on my traditional
Thanksgiving column:
Tomorrow is Thanksgiving,so
why not take a few minutes to
count your blessings?
How's your health? You have
a few minor complaints? Well,
thank God they're not major.
Obviously you're still alive. You
can probably think of at least
one person who isn't around this
year.
If you awakened this morning
and were able to hear the birds
sing,use your vocal cords to utter
human sounds, walk to the
breakfast table on two good legs
and read the newspaper with two
good eyes (or even one), praise
the Lord!A lot of people couldn't.
And say a prayer for those who
didn't survive Hurricane Hugo
or the San Francisco earthquake.
How's your pocketbook?
Thin? Well, most ofthe world is a
lot poorer. No pensions. No welfare. No food stamps. No Social
Security. No Medicare. In fact,
one-third of the people in the
world will go to bed hungry
tonight. Would you rather be in
Pakistan, Ethiopia or Nicaragua?
Are you lonely? The way to
have a friend is to be one. If
nobody calls you, pick up the
phone and call somebody.Go out
of your way to do something nice
for somebody.It's a sure cure for
the blues.
Are you concerned about your
country's future? Hooray! Our
system has been saved by such
concern. If you don't like your
elected officials, you can go to
work and vote them out ofoffice.
We still have the soapbox and
the ballot box.
Freedom rings! You can still
worship at the church of your
choice, or not worship at all if
you don't want to. You can cast a
secret ballot, and even criticize
your government without fearing a knock on tbe head or a

knock on your door in the middle
of the night.
And if you want to live under
a different system, goodbye and
good luck! You are free to go.
There are no walls or fences to
keep you here.
As a final thought, I'll repeat
my Thanksgiving prayer; perhaps you will want to use it at
your table tomorrow:
0,heavenly Father, we thank
thee for food and remember the
hungry.
We thank thee for health and
remember the sick.
We thank thee for friends and
remember the friendless.
We thank thee forfreedom and
remember the enslaved.
May these remembrances stir
us to service
That thy gifts to us may be
used for others. Amen.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving, and may God bless you and
yours. — Love, ABBY
P.S. By the way, want an instant high? The surest cure for
the post-holiday blues is to do
something nice forsomeone.Why
not call someone who lives alone
and invite him or her to join you
for lunch or dinner?
Better yet, call and say, "I'm
coming to get you, and I'll see
that you get home."(Many older
people don't drive,and those who
do don't like to go out alone after
dark.)
P.S.S. Special greetings to
those of you in the military who
wrote from remote corners of
the world to tell me that you are
using my Thanksgiving prayer.

Abby's favorite family recipes are
included in her new cookbooklet! Send
your name and address, plus check or
money order for $3.50 1$4 in Canada) to:
Abby's Cookbooklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054.(Postage is included.)

had hoped his tobacco would bring
S1.70 or more per pound.
Quality across the state changed
little from a year ago with about 50
percent of sales graded fair, 27 percent good, 16 percent low and 5
percent fine.
For the first day, Kentucky
growers sold 16,981,708 pounds
for $28,337,611, or an average of
$166.87 per hundredweight,
according to the Federal -State
Market Service.
That was up from last year's
opening day average of $161 on
sales of 19,117,878 pounds.
In the 19 markets reporting sales
Monday, London farmers received
the highest price for their leaf,
$167.34 per hundredweight on
sales of 640,434 pounds. Growers
in Carrollton received the least,
$166.16 per hundredweight on
sales of 1,226,499 pounds.
Some growers received as much
as $1.68 for their burley, thanks to
warehouse owners who bid up the
prices to help their customers and
improve their averages.
"We're satisfied," said Charles
DeJarnette of Hawesville, who
brought in a few pounds left over
from last year's crop to complete
his 1,600-pound quota.
Producers across the eight-state
burley belt are expected to be 18
percent short of their total quota
this year, once again forcing
domestic tobacco processors to go
overseas for burley supplies.
DeJamette said lower prices in
recent years may have discouraged
some farmers from planting
enough. "If the price gets back up,
we'll see everybody start growing
again," he said.
Labor shortages also are blamed
for underproduction, but Lewisport
farmer Terry Roberts said he got
help stripping and baling his
3,600-pound crop from his mother,
wife and two sons.
"We were about 200 pounds
shy," Roberts said. "Some of it
drowned."
Drought was a problem for some
growers, but late rains salvaged
most crops, said Sylvester Fischer,
supervisor of sales for the Owensboro Tobacco Board of Trade.
Farmers in the burley-growing
states are expected to sell about
540 million pounds this season.
Officials have estimated the crop
will bring $900 million, with about
$640 million going to farmers in
Kentucky, where growers produce
more burley than those in any other
state or country.
Ogden said labor last year cost
$7 an hour, a figure that increased
to $10 for this year's crop.
"I needed 10 cents a pound
more this year to make a profit,"
he said.

A U.S. Department of Agriculture study several years ago estimated farmers spent $1.21 per
pound to produce tobacco. In addition costs to lease the burley quota
can amount to 40 cents or more per
pound.
Will Snell, a University of Kentucky tobacco specialist, predicted
a strong market during the next
several weeks.
"Overall, I think there is a tremendous demand for U.S. burley
tobacco," he said. "There's a
worldwide shortage of high quality
tobacco in the world market and I
think after a couple of days of
transition that we will see the companies back into the market for
purchasing signficantly a lot of this
year's crop."
Jimmy Belcher, manager of
Planter's Tobacco Warehouse at
Bowling Green, said farmers told
him they were pleased with the
prices they received on the first
day of the sale.
He said that buyers seemed to
like the reddish appearance of the
burley.
"It looks good to me," Belcher
said of the prices and quality of
tobacco.
"I'm satisfied," said Warren
County farmer W.B. Chaffin,
whose tobacco brought $1.67 or
$1.68 a pound. "It's a little better
than I expected."
No tobacco was sold to government pools as surplus.

Getting tired of retirement?
Then check out
re-hire-ment
through
Job Clubs.

Job Clubs teach and polish
skills, provide job referrals and
supportive counseling for people 55 and over.
For information about local Job

Clubs contact:
Calloway County Senior
Citizen Center
753-0929

The average government support
price for all grades increased from
$1.50 a pound in 1988 to $1.53 a
pound this year. Better grades of
tobacco carry higher price
supports.
The government also raised the
tobacco growing quota 24 percent
for this year, which Belcher
believes will be increased in 1990
because buyers will purchase this
year's short supply.
"But farmers aren't going to
grow it because of labor supply,"
he said, adding that only an
increase in sales will spur farmers
to grow more tobacco.
Sales will continue today and
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters To The Editor

Philippine woman
requests assistance
Dear Editor:
I know you will be surprised to
receive a letter from an invalid leper from this isolated island of
unfortunate people. But praying for
your kindness and understanding. I
took the courage to write to request
you to please print in your newspaper an article about my desperate
plea for help.
I am a widow with seven malnourished children. It breaks my
heart to see my children cry
because they are hungry. Their few
clothes are worn out already. I can
not provide for my children anymore because my sickness has
deformed me severly and 1 am
already bedridden. What keeps us
alive is only the food rations our
government gives for patients like
me but this food ration is hardly
enough for us.

If you will be so kind to help in
Publishing my helplessness and call
for help, I just hope to find someone who may want to share with us
some of his or her graces and send
us some food an old clothes he or
she doesn't like to wear anymore
and I promise to be very, very
grateful.
-1 knew this is a shameful thing
to ask but my children are sickly
and starving so I've got to try to
find help somehow even only this
Christmas. So I am begging you
with all my heart, please help me
with my request.
Very respectfully yours,
Mrs. Guadalupe Berdon
patient #. 01708
Culion Leper Colony
Culion, Palawan 5315
Philippines

Minty Ledger & Times

A family Thanksgiving:
not for the faint-hearted
When I was growing up, my
parents usually invited Aunt Marge
and Uncle Jim to celebrate Thanksgiving with us. Aunt Marge and
Uncle Jim were really Mir. and Mrs.
Powers — not blood relatives at all
— though we shared more holidays
with them than with any of our real
aunts and uncles.
Uncle Jim and my father had
grown up together in Canada. They
went through school at Saint Malachy's, in Saint John, New Brunswick, much to the chagrin of the
good sisters who taught there.
While listening to their tales of
classroom treachery, I pictured
Daddy and Uncle Jim driving nuns
into early sainthood with their antics. Reportedly, they never missed
school in spite of winters so fierce
that snow drifts were two stories
high. On those days, they just
tumbled out the upstairs windows

and showshoed to Saint Malachy's.
The nuns, I imagine, were
crestfallen.
My father and Uncle Jim supposedly fought side by side in
World War I. I say "supposedly"
because their accounts of the Battle
of the Marne made the entire military campaign sound like a nonstop party. I always wanted to hear
their stories about Paris and the
Follies Bergere, but never did. My
mother always silenced them with
one of her looks.
"One lies and the other swears to
it," she said, shaking her head in
disgust.
Aunt Marge was a nurse, probably the first real "career woman" I
ever knew. When she wasn't in
uniform, she wore a wristful of thin
silver hoops. She claimed that all
five of my brother and sisters had
teethed on them. I was amazed that

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Lady Racers to be
thanked for effort
Dear Editor:
MSU's Volleyball Racers must
be congratulated for playing an
outstanding brand of volleyball in
the OVC Tournament held here last
Fri*Sat. They did all that could be
asked of any group or team, they
played up to the maximum of their
potential and showed an ability to
eut it out when their opponents
seemed to have the momentum
going their way. This knack of

-

hanging tough for the duration of
each match was something that
wasn't always there, earlier in the
season.
It was a gorgeous effort and the
entire team and staff should be
proud. I can't wait til next year and
hope they all-come back! Sincerely,
George H. Brown
1633 Farmer Ave.
Murray, Ky.

California student
needs Ky. postcards
Dear Editor:
Our fifth grade class is studying
the United States. Our teacher, Mr.
O'Connell, has assigned our first
big project of the year. We hope to
build a giant picture portrait of our
country.
We are asking your readers of all

ages to please send picture postcards. It is a contest. I have your
area and hope to win. Please send
cards to:
Lynette Douglas, Age 10
Country Lane School, Room 10
5140 Country Lane
San Jose, Ca. 95129
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Ten years ago
Dr. John E. Mylroie was recognized by Murray Optimist Club for
his contributions to development of
youth in Calloway County, according to David Howell, club
president.
Donna June McCord and
Michael Steven Cathey were married in a recent ceremony at First
Christian Church.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls beat Murray High
School Tiger Girls in finals of Calloway County High School Invitational Basketball Tournament. High
team scorers were Mina Todd for
Calloway and Tonya Alexander for
Murray.
Twenty years ago
Salem Baptist Church will have
a dedication and note burning ceremony for its new church building
on Nov. 23. The old building
burned Nov. 9, 1967.
Thomas Steve Starks, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Starks, is serving with Air Force in Vietnam.
Barbare L. Brown, Diana Kay
Cavitt, David W. Fitts, Judith Ann
Hargis, Walter J. Hartsfield, Carol
Champion Hayes, Mary Jo Oakley
Hinton, Robert David Robertson,
Max B. Russell and Thomas Gary
Wallis, all of Murray, are among
37 students at Murray State University named to Who's Who
Among Students in Colleges and
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By
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cream sauce thick enough to repair
loose bricks in the chimney.
My mother also insisted on cranberry sauce. No matter that we kids
hated the stuff with its gelatinous
ruby ridges and bitter taste. And of
course there was gravy, steaming,
rich, and studded with — ugh! —
chunks of turkey giblet.

she could remember exactly whose
teeth made which tiny dent in each
bracelet.
Aunt Marge and Uncle Jim had
no children of their own, and my
mother said it was because they
married late in life. I suspected that
Aunt Marge regretted their childless state, but Uncle Jim — well...
When they came to visit, we
were required to listen to opera on
the radio. Whether we liked it or
not. If he came into the room and
the radio was tuned to one of our
stations, Uncle Jim matter-of-factly
flicked the dial to WQXR, the station that regularly bellowed arias.
"Jim's not used to having children around," was my mother's tactful response to our grimaces.
No matter who shared the holiday with us, Thanksgiving was a
ritual of overabundance, a cholesterol binge. Two kinds of potatoes
were served — mountains of
mashed and a sweet potato casserole. Fresh carrots, stringbeans,
stuffing, Parker House rolls, and
enough butter to clog the spunkiest
arteries. Creamed onions rounded
out the meal. Mother prided herself
on the onions — not those canned
white pearly things, but fresh white
onions, boiled and then tucked into

When Aunt Marge and Uncle
Jim were our guests, those under
twelve were relegated to the children's corner, a rickety card table
with cast-off dishes and unmatched
cutlery. I suppose the exile was for
our own protection, more than anything else. Being in the children's
corner meant we could escape
Uncle Jim's glares, or an occasional swipe of his hand to remove an
errant elbow from the table.
Although we children often complained about such holidays, now I
miss those Thanksgivings. This
year, I'll be at my sister's house in
New Jersey. She'll serve the same
array of food my mother used to
prepare, with the addition of one of
her own family traditions — a concotion of mandarin oranges, coconut, marshmallows, and sour cream
that her kids christened "Pam's
Slop" the first year she made it.
The day after Thaksgiving there
will be lots of leftover creamed
onions, and the gravy will give out
long before the last of the turkey's
gone.
The rituals of my family's
Thanksgivings live on. Who
knows? After dinner we may even
listen to a little bit of opera.
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.THANK YOU
from everyone at W.A.T.C.H. to
all of our friends in the community.

Looking Back
•
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at 7 p.
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Universities.
Thirty years ago
Army Specialist Four Bobby R.
Gibson is serving in Stuttgart,
Germany.
Mrs. Castle Parker and Mrs.
Allen Russell presented a lesson on
"Prevention of Accidents in the
HoOme" at a meeting of Town and
Country Homemakers Club held at
home of Mrs. Lloyd Boyd.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Ferguson,
Nov. 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Cox of
Kirksey have returned from a visit
with their son, Grafton Cox and
family of Memphis, Tenn.
Forty years ago
"Snow for awhile today. No one
was surprised though as the north
wind had been getting steadily colder," from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
The Rev. Robert Jarman, pastor
of First Christian Church, will
deliver a sermon at Community
Thanksgiving service at First
Methodist Church on Nov. 24.
A balloon bearing name of Ryan
Shoe Store, released by Bobby
Marshall, was found by L.H. Carroll of Blanchester, Ohio, who has
wntten Marshall.
The Rev. A.R. Harris is serving
as pastor of Owens Chapel Baptist
Church.

Today In History
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 21, the 325th day of 1989. There are 40 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Nov. 21, 1789, North Carolina became the
12th state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
On this date:
In 1877, inventor Thomas A. Edison announced the invention of his
phonograph, which he dubbed a "talking machine."
One year ago: Canada's Progressive Conservative Party, led by Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney, won the country's general election in which the
U.S.-Canadian trade agreement dominated the issues.
Today's Birthdays: Baseball hall-of-famer Stan Musial is 69. Actresssinger-Vivian Blaine is 68. Actor Laurence Luckinbill is 55. Actress Mario Thomas is 52. Ballet dancer Natalia Makarova is 49. Actress Juliet
Mills is 48. Actress Goldie Hawn is 44. Actreu-singer Lorna Loft is 37.
Thought for Today: "He who places implicit confidence in his genius
will find himself some day utterly defeated and deserted." — Benjamin
Disraeli, English statesman (1804-1881).

1989 Fundraiser Totals
Auction

$ 3,401.00

Bake Sake

510.00

Shopping Spree Promotion

912.00

Phonothon Pledges
(received through 11-16-89)
Golf Tournament
Total

A DIFFERENT VIEW than which is normally seen as you pass the W.A.T.CH Center at 702 Main is
shown above Participants gathered for this photo in front of the workshop addition of the facility
which was constructed earlier this year A ribbon cutting ceremony was held last week to,officially
honor the construction_ Grants from the Civitan Internationals, Kentucky Colonels and Knights of
Columbus provided funds to build the addition. Donations received from W.A.T.0 H sponsored
fundraising events help defray general operating expenses which total approximately $100,000
annually With only 600'o of that amount guaranteed through general funding, we are so thankful to
have a community that cares and shows their support to us by providing the remaining dollars.
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Dear Community Friends:
As we approach the Thanksgiving holiday, the board of directors, staff and participants
of the Work Activities Training Center
for the Handicapped would like to express their sincere gratitude to the people
of Murray and Calloway County who helped make
our 1989 fundraiser a great success.
Since our annual fundraiser centers around several events we would like to extend
special thanks to the following groups and
individuals who went the extra mile to see that each activity was worthwhile. These
include: the staff at Oaks Country Club and
golfers who participated in the tournament. auctioneer Darrell Beane and each
volunteer who comprised the auction staff, the
many businesses who donated a large variety of quality merchandise and services,
and individuals throughout the community
who donated items to be auctioned as well as those who came and placed their
bids: Paul Sharp and Walmart for providing the
Shopping Spree opportunity and allowing space for the bake sale, along with everyone
who supplied the tasty baked goods: and
to each one who responded so generously to our pre-phonothon mailers and
follow-up calls.
There is one other group that has been a tremendous asset throughout the years
and whose assistance is one of the primary
reasons for the success of each fundraising endeavor — they are our local media
sources. Thank you, Murray Ledger and Times.
WSJP-WBLN. WNBS. Murray Cablevision and others who allow us to "tell our
story" to the commun,ity. Your efficiency has
enabled us to have a well-informed public that is more understanding of our goals
and receptive to our needs.
Our fundraiser lasts only a few days. but the activities and services provided for our special
citizens go on year-round If you
would like to make a donation to W.A.T.C.H., or if you would like to honor your
pledge made through the phonathon, please
forward those to 702 Main. Murray. Ky. Information concerning any of our services can
be obtained through a visit to the Center
or by telephoning 759-1965.
A peaceful, joyful holiday season and days ahead to each of you. Your continued
expresses to us your confidence in
our program. With your help. W.A.T.C.H. will continue to be one of the front-runnerS inSupport
opportunity and most respected facilities
available within our region
and beyond.
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With sincere appreciation,
W.A.T.C.H. Board of Directors
Molly Booth
Ava Watkins
Dianna Phillips
Marvin
Betty
Tommy Carraway
Steve Cunningham
Jodelle Deem
Jack Farley
Marvin Harris
Shawn Lucas
Della

Executive Director
Peggy Williams

McFarien
Brockway

miller
Georgianna Moffitt
Carmeieta Norvest

Staff
Advisory Board
Ann Kelly Bolin
Ed Davis
Sid Easley
Libby Hart
Lowell Palmer

Raylene Gage
Tine Haley
Patrice Hudson
Lindy Shaver
Tracy Bell
Gina Slaughter
Vanessa Foster
JB
Wilson
Linda Adams
Ed Clere

(Jake)

Lynn Wuest

said most important

the 42 members of the W.A.T.C.H. taeady who attired the center daily.
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Christmas Dance ilamied

Couple married 54 years

Marine Pfc. Brown finishes course

Mr. and Mrs. AM011 McCarty Sr., 1010 Doran Rd., Murray, will
observe their 54th wedding anniversary on Nov. 23.
They were married Nov. 23, 1935, by the late Judge E.P. Phillips. Their
attendants were Mrs. Anna Lee Lassiter and the late Beuton Lassiter,
sister-in-law and brother of the bride.
Mrs. McCarty, the former Eulala Lassiter, is the daughter of the late
Barry and Leona Lassiter.
Mr. McCarty is the son of the late John and Sallie Belle McCarty.
Their three living sons are Amos McCarty Jr. and wife, Judy, Larry
McCarty and wife, Donna, and John Wesley (J.W.) McCarty, all of
Murray.
One son, Ted McCarty, died in 1970. His wife, Mrs. Shirley McCarty,
now lives in Savannah, Tenn.
Their eight grandchildren are Robyn, Amy, Eric, Julia, Corey, Kelley,
Mandee, and Lisa McCarty. One grandson, Gregory Amos McCarty, died
in 1974.

Marine Pfc. Kevin S. Brown, son of Lloyd E. and Janet Brown, 425
West Eighth St., Benton, recently completed the Basic Electronics Course
conducted at Marine Corps Communication-Electronics School at Twentynine Palms, Calif. He received technical instruction in the fundamental
electrical and electronic theory common to Marine Corps CommunicationElectronics equipment. He studied mathematics, direct and alternating
currents, solid state devices and electron tubes, basic digital logic circuits
and maintenance concepts. Brown joined the Marine Corps in February
1989.

•

'Holiday Foods' event scheduled
A special program on "Holiday Foods" will be presented Monday, Nov.
27, at 6:30 p.m., and repeated on Tuesday, Nov. 28, at 1 p.m. in the main
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. This will be conducted
by Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home economics, and Clara
Bramley, assistant agent. This is open to all interested persons. Reservations should be made by Friday, Nov. 24, by calling Mrs. Cloar at
753-1452.

Play will be presented tonight
"The Wonderful World of Fantasy" will be presented live on stage
tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Murray Middle School Auditorium. The
local appearance of this professional touring attraction is being sponsored
by Murray Business and Professional Women. The show is on a coast-tocoast tour covering nearly 200 cities in 30 U.S. states and Canada. Tickets
will be on sale at the door and the public is invited to see this show,
according to a BPW spokesperson.

Jackson's class will be tonight
Dick Jackson's Drawing and Painting Class will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Art Guild. All members and interested persons
are invited, a Guild spokesperson said.

Three churches hold service
A Thanksgiving service was held Sunday, Nov. 19, at 6 p.m. at Salem
Baptist Church with Oak Grove and Sinking Spring Baptist Churches participating. The Rev. Scott Bivin, pastor at Oak Grove, was the speaker.
Special music was by members of Salem and Sinking Spring churches. A
social hour followed. About 170 persons were present.

Eastwood service is tonight
Eastwood Baptist Church will have •its mid-week service tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. A Thanksgiving potluck meal will be served prior to the
service.

Amanda Nicole Taylor born

*

Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Taylor of Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., are the parents
of a daughter, Amanda Nicole, weighing seven pounds 12 ounces, born on
Friday, Nov. 10, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Sheila Wyatt. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dance! Taylor
Puryear and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Wyatt of Henry, Tenn. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Essie B. Charles, Puryear, Mrs. Opal Taylor and
Mrs. Mable Wyatt, Paris, Valla Ree Parr, Huntingdon, Tenn., and Clifford
Wyatt, Routon, Tenn. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Annie Wyatt of
Paris.

West Kentucky EMT will meet
The West Kentucky E.M.T. Association will meet Wednesday, Nov. 29,
it 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The speaker will be Jerry
gorrell, EMT-P. All members and prospective members are invited to
attend.

Veigl couple serving at Moody
Air Force Staff Sgt. Kevin L Veigl and his wife, Air Force Sgt. Cynthia A. Veigl, are now on duty at Moody Air Force Base, Ga. They are both
avionic systems specialists with the 347th Aircraft Generation Squadron.
Kevin, a 1979 graduate of Cullman High School, is the son of retired Air
Force Master Sgt. Robert J. and Shirley J. Veigl of Rt. 18, Cullman, Ala.
Cynthia is the daughter of Floyd H. and Aleen 0. Ashley of Rt. 2,
Benton.

Katelyn Noel Mathis born
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Mathis of Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Katelyn Noel, weighing eight pounds four ounces, born on Sunday, Nov. 12, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Melanie Griffin. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Crockett Mathis
and Mr. and Mrs. Dale Griffin, all of Paris. A great-grandmother is Mrs.
lone Mathis of Paris.

Kaitlyn Dawn Hawkins born
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Hawkins, Rt. 6, Mayfield, are the parents of a
daughter, Kaitlyn Dawn, born Tuesday, Nov. 7, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and, Mrs. Bill Hawkins of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Max Davidson of Lynnville.

Meredith Howe joins chapter
• •;
,,,
''4•(

-

Meredith Howe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Howe Jr. of Murray, is
a charter member of the new Alpha Gamma Delta Chapter at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling Green. Alpha Gamma Delta is an international women's fraternity founded in 1904 at Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y. Howe, a graduate of Murray High School, is a freshman
majoring in marketing.
(Cont'd on page')

Freshening devices
are being recalled
by K Mart Corp.

4.44

•

•

WASHINGTON (AP)- The K
mas Corp. is voluntarily recalling
several thousand air freshening
devices because they pose a fire
hazard, according to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission.
K mart last week recalled 15,000
Ceramic Potpourri Houses because
the tealight candle sold with them
bums too hot and poises a risk of
fire, the agency uid.
There have been at least 12 incidents since June where the houses
caught fire, resulting in minor
property damage. There have been
no reported injuries, the company
said.
Consumers should return the
hoots, numbered 32-67-47, to any
K man store for a full refund or
replacement of either the house' or
the candle.
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Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Nov.
17, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Taylor baby boy, parents, Kimberly and William, 1709 Apt. A,
Wells Ext., Murray;
Matheny baby boy, parents,
Juanita and Kenneth, 380 East 14th
St., Benton;
Starks baby boy, parents, Jennifer and Gene, Rt. 1, Box 123,
Benton;
Foster baby girl, mother, Wanetta, 305 Pine St., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Jerlene Curling, Rt 9, Box
109, Benton; Miss Cammy Gregory, RL 3, Box 112, Calvert City;
Mrs. Anthanette Holland and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Box 350, Murray;
Mrs. Jeanette Henson and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Box 301, Benton; Robin
Roberts, 661 Reddick Pond Rd.,
Cadiz; Christopher Westphal, Rt. 3,
Box 1106, Murray;
Ms. Mary J. Rubenacker and
baby boy, Box 232, Hazel; Mrs.
Mary Bivens, 101 North Sixth St.,
Apt. 7, Murray; Miss Wendy Pearson, Rt. 8, Box 521, Murray;
Mrs. Robin Rigsby and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Box 205, Murray; Rexie
Jackson, Rt. 1, Hardin; Wally
Warnke, HC Box 214E, New
Concord;
Mrs. Melanie Bell and baby boy,
Rt. 4, Box 410K, Paris, Tenn.;
James R. Boulton, 520 Elm St.,
Clinton; William Seymour, Rt. 1,
Box 49A, Hazel;
Henry Blalock, 1514 Chaucer,
Murray; Homer L. Peal, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; David Castleman, 603
Vine SL, Murray;
Porter Bramlett, Box 8, Hazel;
Joseph Head, Rt. 9, Box 606, Benton; Mrs. Marjorie Morgan, Box
541, Dover, Term.;
Bobby Cochrum, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Ira Dill, Rt. 6, Box 294A, Murray;
Charles C. Evitts, Rt. 3, Box 1037,
Murray;
Maurice Jones, Box 45, Kirksey:
Miss Verdie Williams, Rt. 3, Fulton; Dennis M. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box
97, Murray.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
r•r,
".
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Dixieland Shopping Center

753-2720

Petite Dresses

1/2

Jeans

20%Off
30%Off

Price

One Group of Pronto

Layaway Now for Christmas.
Free Gift Wrapping

*e

County Hospital for Saturday, Nov.
18, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Powell baby boy, parents, Angela and Donald, Rt. 3, Box 3A,
Benton;
Webb baby girl, parents, Paula
and Troy, Rt. 3, Box 1093, Murray.
Dismissals
Ms. Reta Moore, Hamlin; Miss
Cindy Owen and baby boy, 404
South Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Mary
Vincent, Rt. 7, Box 167, Murray;
Mrs. Sabrina Karraker and baby
girl, 426 Carsonway, Paducah;
Mrs. Janice Foust, Rt. 5, Box 413,
Paris, Term.; Doug S. Seay, Rt. 2,
Box 686, Mayfield;
Rodney D. Hobbs, Rt. 4, Box
101-1, Mayfield; Bobby (Shane)
McGregor, 250 Greenbriar, Holly
Springs, Miss.; Ray Coursey Jr.,
Rt. 1, Box 274-B, Murray;
Mrs. Trade Vincent, Rt. 1, Box
479, Mayfield; Mrs. 011ie Smith,
Almo; Mrs. Tammy Jones, Rt. 1,
Box 301, Sedalia.

0

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Small

$
i 19

With Garlic Bread

Large

S1
"

Wednesday 11 a.m -10 p.m. Inside Dining Only

IIA!JHArs

$
1 19 Special
For Kids

Free Refills On Drinks

510 Main St.
You Cant Eat This Well At Home For This Price

From our home to yours. .
we wish all of you a

Happy Thanksgiving

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Sunday, Nov. 19. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Karyn B. Greer and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Box 358, Calvert City;
Miss April D. Turley, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Betty J. Matheny and baby
boy, 380 East 14th St., Benton;
Mrs. Jennifer D. Starks and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 123, Benton;
Miss Amberly Atwood, 1027
Manley Ave., Paris, Tenn.; Clarence F. McClure, 300 Woodlawn,
Murray; Mrs. Audis M. Gooch, Rt.
4, Murray.

PRIVATE & SEMI-PRIVATE ROOM AVAILABLE
Balanced Meals • Planned Social ActMties
24 Hr. Supervision • Administration of Medicine
Financial Assistance Available • Physicians on Call 24 Hr. A Di,

'We are an excellent choice for individuals who need
personal care and assistance with daily living."

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
(502) 753-7109
Ofado Dodd

Jerry Kaiberer

Janie Underwood

Adalaastratee

AMT. Admits..

Activity/Day Care Caved.

(Cont'd on page 6)

Public Notice - Public Notice
New Location - New Location
715 South 12th Street - Next to Vernon's & Headquarters

14 kt. Jewelers

is Liquidating Their Entire Stock

Ladies 1 ct. Diamond

Cluster Ring

$39800

Clearance Sale
Remaining Stock of:

Solid Gold 7 Stone

leA04
.0 Moat's,
10013 Chestnut • 753-3314

Bargain Night
For Harlem Nights

a

Hospitals-releases newborn
admissions and dismissals

eh

*No PlISSIOS Or

0

A Christmas Dance for members of Murray State University
Women's Society and their guests will be Saturday, Dec. 2. at 8 p.m.
at Woodmen of the World building. Live music will be provided by
Dan Steele Band and a light buffet will be provided. Dress will be
semi-formal and the cost will be $5 per person. Pictured are Jo Anne
Auer, left, and Ginger Philpot making decorations for the event. For
details and tickets call Auer at 753-4307 or Philpot at 753-0300.

URRAY

Look Who's
Talking (P0-13)

Kirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

0=0111101111,
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e are p ease to announce that Molly
Imes, Bride-elect of
Todd Ross, has selected
her decorative accessories and pottery from
our bridal registry.
Molly and Todd will
be married December
30, 1989.

• Men's &, Ladies' Rings
• Watches
• Charms
• Bracelets
Solid Gold Panda
• Chains
Coin Rings
• Coins
Starting $2
• Sterling Silver
At

Diamond Cluster
Ring

790

&Aid Gold

Nugget Rings
,St(irting $/

At

400

We Buy.
Sell &
Trade

Daily

Drawing
for
5 Baseball Cards
each and every day
until
Solid Gold
Christmas
Dome Rings
Eve
Starting $1 400
$2495

At

/4 Zi. (folid j
fold ewekrs
'Your Diamond aruf

Goff Connection '.

715 South 12th &rest. Murray- 753-1293, •

Daily

,. •

Lafser and Conner wedding on Dec. 17

Twilla Lafser and Shanc Conner
announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mrs. Velv Burkeen and the late
L.W. Burkeen of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mrs. Dorothy Conner and Walter
R. Conner, both of Mayfield.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Sunday. Dec. 17, at 2
p.m. at Kenlake State Park Resort
Hotel.
A reception will follow at the
hotel.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Alpha Mu 04760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet at
7 p.m. at home of Helen Campbell,
1508 Johnson Blvd.

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will be Fidelis Sunday
School Class at 1:30 p.m. and MidWeek Bible study and Mission
organizations at 7 p.m.

Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
in meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Singles Organizational Society
will have a potluck meal at 7 p.m.
at Chamber of Commerce Centre.
For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Retirees and spouses of Local
1068 and other locals of UAWAFL-CIO will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church.

planned to build our house in the
spring, we moved around the corner to my parents' house.
We had a big bedroom with a
grate for heat and a room for the
baby. We shared the kitchen.
Glory be! There was the familiar
old range stove and boxy, white
electric stove. Cooking was a joy

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room.

Complete Alterations
For Men & Women

Joseph Di Roma
1212 Main

753-1616

again.
We did not cook much on the
electric stove. My husband wanted
a hot breakfast real early so he
made the fire in the range and by
the time we got up to cook our
breakfast the kitchen was warm
and cozy. The range stove was hot
so breakfast was quickly prepared.
Every other day I shaved P&G
soap into hot water in an enamelware dishpan, added a spoonful of
Borax and boiled the baby's
square, hemmed "Birdseye" diapers
on the stove, rinsed them in the big
old cast iron sink and hung them
on the back porch to dry.
My husband was so afraid the
baby would get cold, he wanted us
to keep the fire going in the range
all day to be sure the house stayed
warm.
The screened porch joined the
kitchen so the baby's things dried
easily.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of
Elects Fulkerson.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Worship Committee at 12
noon; Personnel Committee at 4
p.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Dick Jackson's Drawing And
Painting%Class will be at 6:30 p.m.
at Murray Art Guild.
Eastwood Baptist Church will
have a Thanksgiving potluck meal
at 6:30 p.m. prior to mid-week
service.

HOLIDAY SALE
Sale Ends Sun., Nov. 26

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Chnst.

Wednesday, Nov. 22
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, first floor, Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Brooks Chapel and Bethel
United Methodist Churches will
have a joint Thanksgiving potluck
and service at 6 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel Church.
Murray State University classes
will be dismissed at 7:30 a.m.
today and resume at 7:30 a.m. on
Nov. 27. Administrative offices
will be closed today and reopen on
Nov. 27.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, Mission Friends and Sanctuary Choir
at 7 p.m.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candy Making
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Quota Gun
Hunts and Kentucky and Tennessee
portions.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Arts and Crafts at 9:30
a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Harvest Thanksgiving Service in
Fellowship Hail at 6:30 p.m.

Ladies' Bridge with Maxa Read
as hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m.
at Oaks Country Club.

MSU Chess Club will meet at 6
p.m. in Mississippi Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.

Family moves for winter to

With winter coming on, there
being no hat in our bedroom at
grand-daddy's house, and as we

Wednesday, Nov. 22
No Youth Club activities will be
at First United Methodist Church.

Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.

Twilla Lafser and
Shane Conner to marry

This is the 14th in a series of
stove stories written by Mary Kate
Apperson. The series is centered
around different types of stoves
used over a period of 75 years.

Tuesday, Nov. 21
"Wonderful World of Fantasy,"
sponsored by Murray Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, will
be presented at 7 p.m. in Murray
Middle School auditorium.

One newborn admission and dis113, Puryear, Term.; Mrs. Linda
missals at Murray-Calloway CounWatkins, Rt. 1, Box 194, Puryear,
ty Hospital for Monday, Nov. 20, Term,:
have been released as follows:
Mrs. Paula Webb and baby girl,
Newborn admission
RL 3, Box 1093, Murray; Mrs.
Clay baby girl, mother, Lori
Verna Stubblefield, 905 Main St.,
Hudson, 420 Jones , Paris, Tenn.
Murray;
Dismissals
Leroy Moody, Box 208A, New
Mrs. Angela Powell and baby
Concord; Fred King, Ri 8, Box
boy, Rt. 3, Box 3A, Benton; Mrs. 516R, Murray;
Mrs. Sylvia Lyons,
Brenda Hosford, Rt. 7, Box 111, .233 Power Line
Dr., Cadiz;
Murray;
Harland K. Easley (expired)
Mrs. Jeanne Paschall, P.O. Box
Farmington.

Kids Christmas Pageant planned
America's Most Adorable Kids Christmas Pageant will be Saturday
,
Dec. 2, at Jaycee Activity Center, Paris, Tenn. Registration will start
at 10
a.m. and pageant at 11 a.m. Age divisions will be as follows: Boys
—0
to 4 years to be broken down to 0-2 and 3-4 at nationals; Girls — Baby
Miss, 0 to 18 months, Tiny Miss, 19 to 35 months, Petite Miss, 3 to
4
years, and Little Miss, 5 to 6 years. Each contestant will compete in party
dress for girls and tuxedo or Sunday suit fcor boys. Winners in each
group will receive a three-foot Santa trophy, crown and wrapped age
gift.
There will be a first, second and third alternate in each age group that
will
receive a trophy. Winners will also win their entry fees paid to Nationals
to be held in spring of 1990 at Paducah, where many gifts in money
and
savings bonds will be awarded. For more information and emcee
sheet
contact Dianna Phillips, RL 3, Box 191, Benton, Ky. 42025, or
call
1-527-2072.

Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Bell of Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a son,
John Hunter, weighing seven pounds one ounce, born on Monday, Nov.
13, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Melanie Martin. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bell and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Martin, all of Paris. Great-grandparents are Mrs. MaybeIle Bell of
Paris, Mrs. Beulah Martin of Evansville, Ind., and Mrs.. Lucille Ragland
of Stuttgart, Ark.

Shannon Nicole Brinn born
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Brinn of RL 7, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Shannon Nicole, weighing nine pounds two ounces, measuring
211/4 inches, born Saturday, Nov. 11, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a son, Justin Zon, 3. The mother, the former Janet Hart, is
on leave from Fisher Price. Grandparents are Floyd and Opal Hart, Rt. 7,
Murray, Dalton and Dot Puckett, 302 North 17th Si, Murray, and the late
Herbert J. Brinn. Great-grandparents are Willie and Laurine Everett, 1315
Vine St., Murray, and Floyd H. and Fannie B. Hart, Rt. I, Puryear, Term.

Casual Slacks
by Haggar', Polo' & Thomson'

RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) —
Tony Melendez, a man born without arms who impressed Pope John
Paul II in 1987 by playing the guitar with his toes, joined an antiabortion march attended by
thousands.
"Life is so precious. Because of
a drug, I was denied arms, but 1

still feel in my heart that my
mother would have had me even if
she had known," Melendez, 27,
said at Sunday's protest.
Melendez, of Chino, suffered
birth defects because his mother
took thalidomide, a sedative once
prescribed for pregnant women.

Holiday Sweaters
Dress Slacks

by Marisa Christina'

by Croble, layrciar* & Thomson

All Polo Sportswear
Shirts, Knots, Sweaters
Pants & Outerwear

Suits, Co-ordinates
Skirts & Blouses
OPEN SUN. 1-5 PM.

Buckingham

for
Michelson jewelers
Super 8 Page
Catalog of
Holiday Sparkles

:e

!I
:k
cS

Hitachi &
Panasonic
VCR's

1 FREE VISIT
fl

)e.
Dr

30%

Wh WIreless Remote Control

(20 Min. Maximum)
1 coupon per person - Good only 11-24-89

Off Storewide

(Excluding Other Sales)

Wolff System Tanning Center
Olympic Plaza

•

753—WOLF

CHRISTMAS COUPON

25%

All Christmas
Decorations & Trees

DON'T MISS
THIS SALE!

Off Christmas
Sweaters & Sweatshirts

Friday and Saturday
Refreshments Will Be Served

--CHRISTMAS COUPON

CHRISTMAS COUPON

CHRISTMAS COUPON

Skill Twists Cordless Screwdriver

ALL RINGS
1/2 Price

Lifesaver° Smoke
Detector

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Hrs: 7:30-5:30, M-F, 7:30-5

11,
0
0

972 Chestnut
"

4

CHRISTMAS

Sat.
753-2571 or 753-4110

COUPON

Rivals Potpourri Pot

t.

II

Hrs. 7:30-5:30, IVI-F,
7:30-5 Sat.
972 Chestnut
753-2571
or 753-4110

Ii
Hrs: 7:30-5:30, M-F. 7:30-5 Sat.
972 Chestnut
753-2571 or 753-4110

25%

Heart
Toie

Off
On All Made-Up
Holiday Decorations
8 a.m.-12 Noon

"How To Tie Christmas Bows"
"How To Make Holiday Jewelry"
"Pretty Punch"
"Watercolor, Pen, Ink
Christmas Cards"
Dixieland Center

1-2 p.m.
2-3 p.m.
3-4 p.m.
4-5 p.m.
753-1142

25%

Off Storewide

(Excluding Other Sales)
310

N. 12th

Time Square
CHRISTMAS COUPON

Sweaters
No Limit

99

(Must Have Coupon)
Good Nov. 24 ONLY
Central Shopping Center
753-9525
Mon.-FrI. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.

IERS

Skill Cordless Drive-R-Drill
$2988
With Free Holder
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SPORTS
The waiting's over
USA reaches World Cup
for first time since 1950
PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad (AP) — They scattered
to various parts of the United States, basking in
their success. All of a sudden, the U.S. soccer team
has a future.
With Sunday's 1-0 victory over Trinidad and Tobago, the United States advanced to its first World
Cup finals since 1950. Now it has to plan for the
next six months.
"We will have 15 to 20 games against international oppo-

nents," Sunil Gulati, the team's scheduler, said. "Then, we'll
probably go over to Europe the third week of May."
The World Cup begins at Milan, Italy, on June 8. The final
is July 8 at Rome. All 24 teams in the tournament play three
first-round games and 16 advance to the second round. The
draw that will divide the teams into six four-teams groups will
be held Dec. 9 at Rome
But that's in the future. The Americans looked relieved as
they left on Monday and headed back to Miami. Trinidad was
in a state of shock.
Monday was a national holiday in honor of the Trinidad and
Tobago team and almost all shops and businesses in Port of
Spain were closed. The headline in the Daily Express was
"River of Tears." The Evening Sun's headline was "A Fever
Turned to Ice."
"We have to get over the terrible shock of our defeat," Trinidad coach Everald "Gaily" Cummings said.
Michael Maurice, the Trinidad goalkeeper, said he had no
chance to stop Paul Caligiuri's 30th-minute goal.
"As he kicked, I found myself leaning to the side to see
around the body of my own defender," Maurice said. "By the
time I got sight of the ball, which also had gone into the sun,
it was too late."
While Trinidad reexamined the game, the United States looked
ahead. The Americans have exhibition games against two World
Cup opponents — the Soviet Union on Feb. 24 at Stanford Stadium and Italy on March 28 at Palermo. The Marlboro Cups of
Miami, Los Angeles and Chicago will be used as preparation.
The idea is to spread the home games around the country.
"I think it is important, not -for the team's sik-e but forsoccer's sake," Werner Fricker, president of the U.S. Soccer Federation, said.
Fricker also has one other huge concern.
"We have to put the entire package together, which is being
able to promote TV coverage," he said. "Then sponsors have
to be able to get their money's worth."
Sunday's game was shown by ESPN via a two-hour tape
delay. But the network didn't really produce it. It sold the air
time to an Anheuser-Busch subsidiary, which picked up the Trinidad feed and overlaid the sound from two U.S. announcers.
The USSF had a deal with NBC and SportsChannel America
tying coverage of the national team to the 1994 World Cup,
which the United States will host. But FIFA, soccer's world
governing body, rejected the contract and ordered competitive
bidding. TNT has the U.S. rights to the 1990 World Cup.
Fricker said he realizes that soccer in the United States is a
tough sell.
"It has to happen on the field first, paying spectators second
and more television coverage third," he said.
Bob Gansler, the U.S. coach, said the team will have the rest
of the year off, then will regroup in January.

Mitchell waited for four
years before his NBA debut
NEW YORK (AP) — The NBA's two best rookies
in the first two weeks of the season both had long
waits before making their professional debuts.
Sam Mitchell's story isn't nearly as welldocumented as that of David Robinson, but his wait
was twice as long.
Robinson, the No. 1 pick in the 1987 college draft, spent two
years in the Navy before joining the San Antonio Spurs. He is
averaging 21.4 points, 13.3 rebounds and is among the league
leaders in blocked shots.
With considerably less fanfare but with similar results, the
26-year-old Mitchell also is making a big impact as an NBA
rookie, four years after leaving Mercer College.
At 6-foot-6, Mitchell was considered too small for power forward and too slow for small forward, so he honed his skills
during two years in the Continental Basketball Association and
two more seasons in France.
Mitchell finally got his chance with the expansion Minnesota
Timberwolves because their coach, Bill Musselman, coached
Mitchell at Rapid City in the CBA.
An ankle injury limited Mitchell to 19 minutes and 11 points
in his first two games, but he has been unstoppable since then.
In consecutive games since Nov. 12, Mitchell has scored 31,
25, 23, 22 and 29 points, an average of 26 per ,game. He also
reached double figures in rebounds in three of those games.
"I never expected to have the scoring burden put on me this
much," Mitchell said after a 29-point, 10-rebound game at New
York Saturday night_ "It's been four long years since college,
but it's great to have the opportunity to play in the NBA. I'd
like to be winning more, but to win we have to play better
defense."
"I knew he could be a scorer like this," Musselman said.
"He's a nice defensive player, too," which is why Mitchell has
averaged 44 minutes in the five games since recovering from
the ankk injury.
Mitchell averaged 17 points in two years in the CBA before
moving to France, where he scored 28.5 points a game last season. He built his stamina in Europe by playing every minute of
every game during a 45-game season.
"That's the way it is with Americans over there." Mitchell
said. "You play and play. They play pretty good ball there
although it doesn't get the recognition of Italy and Spain. The
main thing is that it helps to play instead of sitting and watching. I also got to learn both forward positions."
A native of Columbus, Ga., Mitchell went to Mercer College
in Macon, a long shot from the cultural experience of living in
France.
"It was a hard language for me to learn," Mitchell said. "I
went to language school for two years. I'm not fluent. but I
can carry on a conversation."
While in France, Mitchell also got a chance to pursue his
hobby of cycling, an opportunity he might not get in the cold
climes of Minnesota.
But after scoring 25 points a game as a senior at Mercer,
getting drafted in the third round by Houston in 1985, surviving
until the lut cut with the Rockets, playing in the CBA and
France, Mitchell is accustomed to cold, hard roads.
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Yount claims second MVP award

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Robin
Yount's 16 years with the Milwaukee Brewers have been ones of
quiet efficiency. He's a hitter and a
leader, not a talker.
So when Yount won his second
American League Most Valuable
Player award of the decade on
Monday, it was no surprise that he
had little to say. Humility and consistency have long been his
trademarks.
"I appreciate the award and
thank the baseball writers for their
votes," the publicity-shy Yount
said from Hawaii, where he was
vacationing.

"It's always nice to be recognized, but I want everyone to realize that this award is also for my
teammates, the organization and
the great fans of Wisconsin."
Those great fans of Wisconsin
got a jolt earlier this month when
Yount, who broke in with the Brewers as a long-haired, 18-year-old
shortstop in 1974, filed for free
agency.
What would the Milwaukee Brewers be without Yount, who led the
team to the World Series in 1982
when he won his first MVP award?
Yount, never one to stir up controversy, hinted at the end of last

season that he wanted to return to
the Brewers, but only if the team
made some changes to increase its
chances of returning to the World
Series. At age 34, getting back to
the World Series is Yount's one
remaining goal in baseball, not
3,000 hits and not awards. Yount,
the major league's hit leader of the
1980s with 1,731, enters the 1990
season with 2,602 career hits. He
also led baseball with 337 doubles
in the 1980s.
"His accomplishments speak for
themselves. But I don't think individual awards mean anything to
Robin," Brewers manager Tom

Murray State freshman Frank Allen dishes off to Chris Ogden (40) underneath during the Racers'
79-61 win over the Lithuanians Thursday night in Racer Arena.

'Beefy' Racers bury Lithuanians
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Faced against the beefy frontline of Jhalgiris,
Lithuania, the youthful Murray State Racers used
some beef of their own, and had four scorers in double figures as they coasted to a 79-61 victory in their
final exhibition tuneup before tipping off the regular
season.
The Murray inside duo of Popeye Jones and Chris
Ogden led the way for the Racers, with Jones leading
all scorers with 20 points, and pulling down a gamehigh 12 boards, including seven on the offensive end.
Ogden tallied 19 points, while Frank Allen and Paul
King had 15 each.
"We were very nervous going in," Racer coach
Steve Newton said. "They had put 102 points on the
board against Morehead. Our scouting report said to
stop their transition game and take away the 3-point
shot."

The Racers held the Lithuanian club to 43 percent
shooting, 35 percent from 3-point range. MSU also
took advantage of shooting 27 free throws to the
Lithuanians' eight. The Racers canned 23 of their
free throw attempts, including nine from the stripe by
Ogden.
A King three gave MSU a 7-4 lead early, but Taruas Stumbrys buried a trey for the Lithuanians. MSU
jumped up by five on a tip-in by Ogden and two
straight buckets by Jones, but a layup from Romanas
Brazdauskis and a dunk by Gintaras Einikis sliced
the lead to 18-17, and Newton called a timeout.
Three-pointers from Darius Lukrninas and Ginataras Krapikas sandwiched between a jumper from
Allen put the visitors up by three, but a 13-point run
midway through the first half put MSU up for good.
A turnaround from Jones, two buckets from
Ogden, a layup off a steal by Greg Coble, and free
throws after the Racers went into the bonus with 4:32
(Cont'd on page 9)

Trebelhom said.
"What means most to him is the
fact he can play this game at the
high level that he sets for himself
and at a level that will help the ball
club win. He puts everything in a
team perspective."
Yount, the Brewers' centerfielder, joined Stan Musial and Hank
Greenberg as players to be MVPs
at two positions and also became
the first AL winner to play for a
team that didn't have a winning
record. The Brewers were 81-81 in
1982.
Yount batted .318, hit 21 homers, drove in 103 runs and scored
101 this season. He had 38 doubles, nine triples, 19 stolen bases
and committed but seven errors.
"He's the guy we look to to carry the ball club," teammate Greg
Brock said. "Without his bat and
his leadership, we're hurting."
Jim Ganuier, one of Yount's
closest friends on the team, said
last week that he expects Yount to
be back in Milwaukee, although
California is one of several teams
reportedly interested in stealing
him away.
"My gut feeling is he'd like to
come back," Gantner said. "Milwaukee is still No. 1 with him. I
haven't talked with him lately, but
that's the way I think he feels.
"I don't think money is the top
priority. He won't go to another
team just for the big bucks. I know
that for a fact."
Yount received eight first-place
votes and accumulated 256 points,
and was the only player named on
all 28 ballots by members of the
Baseball Writers' Association of
America.
Texas' Ruben Sierra, who batted
.306 with 29 home runs and a
league-leading 119 RBIs, was second with six first-place votes and
228 points. Sierra, whose team finished fourth — as did Milwaukee
— also led the league with a .543
slugging percentage, 78 extra-base
hits and 344 total bases.
Baltimore's Cal Ripken was
third with six first-place votes and
216 points. He hit .257 with 21
homers and 93 RBIs in helping the
surprising Orioles challenge for the
AL East title.
George Bell, like Ripken a former MVP, finished fourth with four
first-place votes and 205 points. He
batted .297 with 18 home runs and
104 RBIs for AL East champion
Toronto.
Dennis Eckersley, who finished
fifth with 116 points, and Carney
Lansford, who wound up 17th,
received the other first-place votes.
Both play for the World Series
champion Oakland Athletics.
Yount, who switched to the outfield in 1985 because of shoulder
problems, is the second Brewer to
win the MVP award. Reliever Rollie Fingers won in 1981.

NFL football

CHAIN SAWS THAT LAST
AT PRICES THAT WON'T.

$219.95

$299.95

024AVE0

$359.95
028SWEI
or a limited time only, our 028 Super Stiht Wood Boss0 with 16"
har and chain is on sate for $359 95 And our Stihl 011T with 16"
bar and chain is reduced to $219 95 See us today. Because Stihl
chain saws have always been worth a few extra dollars in the long
run And now they're worth a few extra dollars in your pocket. too

Murray Home & Auto
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri.;7:30-5:00 Sat.
Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110

Kubiak plays Elway's role
WASHINGTON (AP) — Just
when quarterback Gary Kubiak figured he was destined to spend the
season on the bench, he ended up
being John Elway for a night.
Kubiak, inserted as the starter
Monday night in place of an ailing
Elway, played the role magnificently. He threw two short touchdown passes in the first half, then
played ball-control in the final 30
minutes to lead the Denver Broncos to a 14-10 victory over the
Washington Redskins.
The triumph all but wrapped up
the AFC West title for the Broncos
(9-2), who own a four-game lead
over the Los Angeles Raiders with
five games left. Denver, San Francisco and the New York Giants
share the best record in the NFL.
Kubiak, who has made a career
out of backing up Elway, had
thrown only two passes this season
prior to Monday night. He learned
four hours before the game that he
was about to get his second start in
the last five years because Elway

was sick with a stomach virus.
"It's kind of ironic," Kubiak
said. "I told my wife last week ... I
think it may be one of those years
where John plays every game. But
as long as we win, it's OK."
Kubiak got off to a rough start,
fumbling on the third play from
scrimmage to set up the Redskins'
lone touchdown, an 8-yard run by
Jamie Morris. But Kubiak
rebounded to lead the Broncos to
victory in much the same fashion
Elway has done this season — by
throwing short, conservative passes
and frequently handing off to Bobby Humphrey, who finished with
110 yards in 31 carries.
Kubiak completed 13 of 2/ passes for 123 yards, including a
1 -yard TD pass to Melvin Bratton
and a 5-yard scoring strike to Ricky Nattiel. Kubiak also had 16 rushing yards, punted twice and guided
the Broncos in a 14-play drive that
enabled them to hold the ball for
the final 6:45.

Jones denies financial woes
DALLAS (AP) — Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones denied a
published report on Monday that
the team is in financial trouble.
"That's just not true," Jones
said Monday night in a telephone
interview wih KRLD Radio.
The Dallas Times Herald
reported in a banner story on Page
1 of its Monday editions that the
Cowboys, who have the worst
record in the NFL, have not been
faring much better on the business
side since Jones bought the franchise for $130 million last February.

Jones confirmed that some bills
are not paid within 30 days and
that he is providing money to the
club on almost a weekly basis to
help with cash flow — but said the
paper made the erroneous assumption that the team is in dire financial straits.
The reason payment of some
bills is delayed beyond 30 days, he
said, is because the Cowboys insti-;
tuted a policy requiring all bills tot
be reviewed by the department
involved before payman istauthor-.
i 7CC!.
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Stallings fired as coach of Cardinals

PHOENIX (AP)- Phoenix Cardinals coach
Gene Stallings kept hearing rumors that he
was, in his words, "more of a lame duck than
a dead duck."
On Monday, when he announced he would
become the former, the Cardinals stepped in to
say he was the latter.
Two hours after Stallings announced that he
would honor the last five games of his fouryear contract but would not seek to renew it,
the Catdinals tired him and named running
backs coach Hank Kuhlmann as interim coach
for the last five games.
"He indicated he didn't want to be here. To
me, if you don't want to be a Cardinal, find
another line of work," General Manager Larry

44 • I

-

Wilson said during a news conference. "I
don't want to take away the focus of what
we're doing right now.
"Five weeks might make the difference of
making the playoffs or not. Last year, we lost
the last five games. I think we are very capable
of winning the last five games. But I think it
would be disruptive if Gene was here as a part
of it."
"I want the team to do well and win games.
I don't think they can do that if I'm the center
of controversy," Stallings said. "I believed
that continued speculation about my future was
a distraction, so I did what I thought was right
for the organization and the team."

'Beefy'...

Actions& Reactions

(Cont'd from page 8)
left in the half gave the Racers a
ten-point lead, and they took a
39-31 advantage into the dressing

Murray State tennis

MOM.

The two clubs stayed close early
in the second half before a King
3-pointer put Murray up by 12, and
a technical on Darius Dimavicius
after a 3-pointer by Kraplkas
enabled Chris Ogden to score five
points on one trip down the floor.
Ogden hit three free throws, then
scored after a Lithuanian tiineout.
A King dunk off his own miss gave
the Racers a 16-point lead and the
rout was on.
Jones, who had 14 points and
eight rebounds in the first half, was
expecting a physical contest.
"International ball is very physical," said Jones, who has lost ten
pounds in the last month despite
being off a diet that saw him drop
54 pounds during the off-season.
"They let you grab and hold, like
they were doing tonifht. You just
have to adjust to it.
The sophomore from Dresden,
Tenn. now tips the scales at 252,
even though, "I'm trying to maintain it. I'm just not eating right I
guess."
King, who averaged six points a
game at a starting guard slot last
season, is having to adjust from
being a defensive stopper to being
part of what Newton hopes is a
balanced offensive attack.
"It's been a big adjustment for
me because I've got to learn to
crash the board on offense.," King
said. "I'm used to circling back and
playing defense, but coach Newton
has been trying to get me to go to
the ball."
Despite having King, the team's
defensive stalwart, working at the
offensive end, Newton said he'was
happy with the Racer performance
at the defensive end, a major part
of the Racer attack.
"We're putting a greal deal of
emphasis on defense," Newton
said.
Krapikas led the Lithuanians
with 16, on 7-of-12 shooting. Lukminas chipped in 14, but the Malgins offense was a far cry from the
102 points scored against Morehead, or the 77 scored in an eightpoint loss at Evansville.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Murray State's Michael Proctor
Chris Swartz, a pair of strong-armed quarterbacks, share and Morehead State's
ence offensive player of the week honor, Proctor, a 6-foolthe Ohio Valley Confer-4 senior, completed 22
of 40 passes for 312 yards and six touchdowns Saturday during
Austin Peay. The six scoring passes tied the OVC single-game a 49-43 win over
record and allowed
Proctor to set an OVC career record with 51.
.Swartz, a 6-3 junior, hit 33 of his 52 pass attempts for
429
touchdowns in a 38-31 triple overtime loss to Eastern Kentuckyards and three
y.
• • •
The offensive lineman of the week honor is shared by Murray
State's Eric Crigler, a 6-7, 290 senior, and Eastern Kentucky center Jim Von
Handorf, a 6-1, 245
junior.
Cngler graded at 88 percent on the run and 100 percent on
State's victory over Austin Peay, while Van Handorf graded at 94the pass in Murray
percent overall in
Eastern Kentucky's win over Morehead State.

Football banquets
Calloway County High School held its football awards banquet
school while Murray High holds its awards function tonight at 7 last night at the
p.m.
Photos of each school's football and cheerleading award winners at the school.
will appear in
Friday's edition of The Ledger & Times

Kentucky basketball
LEXINGTON, Ky.- Nehemiah Braddy scored 37 points as the White team beat
the Blue 110-100 in a University of Kentucky scrimmage Monday at Memorial Coliseum. The Blue squad, led by Reggie Hanson, also with 37 points, led 57-48 at the
half but fell short in the second period, shooting only 12.8 percent from 3-point
territory against the White's 33.3 percent.
'Jonathan Davis tossed in 27 points for the White team, Deron Feidhaus had
20
points and 13 rebounds, and Michael Parks had 13 points. Derrick Miller had 28 for
the Blue squad, Jeff Brassow had 18 points and 11 rebounds, and Sean Woods
added 10 points. A crowd of 2,600 turned out for the scrimmage, the Wildcats' last
before their season opens at home Nov. 28 against Ohio.

College football
Michigan State is back and Fresno State is out of The Associated Press college
football poll, while Notre Dame remains on top for the 12th straight week. The
Fighting Irish, who beat Penn State 34-23 Saturday, received 57 of 60 first-place
votes and 1,497 of a possible 1.500 points from a nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters. Notre Dame puts its 23-game winning streak
on the line
Saturday at No. 7 Miami. Win or lose, the Irish are expected to return to the
Orange Bowl for a New Year's battle against second-ranked Colorado.
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ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St.
Louis Cardinals said Monday that
relief pitcher Todd Worrell, injured
in September, has continued to feel
pain in his right elbow and will
undergo ligament-transfer surgery
Dec. 1.
The surgery, similar to that
underwent three years ago by St.
Louis reliever Ken Dayley, will be
performed in Los Angeles by Dr.
Frank Jobe, the Dodgers' team
physician. Worrell is expected to
need a minimum of 5-6 months for
rehabilitation, the Cardinals said.
Worrell, who had thrown lightly
at intervals since he was hurt Sept.
4, indicated he was relieved to
have a decision on surgery made.
"I knew all along that the odds
were not stacked in my favor, but
as long as there was a chance I
wanted to pursue this (wait)," he
said. "I'm not looking at this as a
career-threatening injury. I might
as well get it done."
Cardinals spokesman Brian Bartow said team physician Dr. Stan
London and trainer Gene Gieselrnann examined Worrell after Worrell threw to ex-catcher Ted Simmons, now St. Louis' farm director, for about 10 minutes at Busch
Stadium.
"I think it's something that we
all kind of knew would happen,"
Gieselmann said. "We didn't want
(surgery) to happen, but I think it's
best for Todd Worrell and best for
the ballclub. Hopefully, he'll be
back in July."
Worrell, 30, sustained the injury
Sept. 4 in a game against the Montreal Expos and missed the remainder of the season. He pitched in 47
games, compiling a 3-5 record with
20 saves and a 2.95 earned-run
average.
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Phoenix (5-6) still has slim hopes of a wildcard playoff berth heading into Sunday's game
against Tampa Bay.
The Cardinals, who moved to Phoenix from
St. Louis in 1988, have had three consecutive
losing seasons under the 54-year-old Stallings
and were 23-34-1 during his tenure.
Stallings' contract,, worth a reported
$250,000 this season, was due to expire Feb. 1
and the Cardinals said they will honor it.
There has been speculation throughout the
season that the Cardinals would fire Stallings.
He said "nobody told me anything to the contrary" and he never received a vote of confidence from Wilson or team owner Bill Bidwill.

Two Murray State University men's tennis doubles teams
the top-notch competition at the Indiana University Hoosierdid 'very weir during
Bloomington, Ind. last weekend, MSU tennis coach Bennie Doubles Classic in
Purcell said.
The Racer duo of Mathias knelt and Michael Hall placed
eighth in the 32-team
held, which saw ten schools competing including six frorethe
The doubles team of Doug Hawthorne and Scott Yarbrou Big Ten conference.
gh
32-team field. 'Overall, for a tournament like that, two of our placed 12th in the
teams did very well,'
Purcell said 'I was encouraged by our play.'
•The other MSU duo of Tomas Hutt and Rob Olmstead
tead's illness during the tournament, Purcell said. They was hampered by Olmsfinished 30th in the field.
The Hoosier Doubles Classic was the end of the fall
season for Murray State
tennis.
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First graders in Shirley Toon's class at Robertson Elementary are
studying insects. They are shown observing an insect collection
displayed.

Pictured are members of Mary Gail Johnson's Kindergarten art class
at Robertson. Front row, left to right: Laura Darnell, Mallary France,
Ryan Houston, Will Ray, Sara Starling, Darren Keel. Middle row:
Rebekah Travis, Brandy Reed, Michael Swain, Shir-earn Rainey,
Jason Chapman, Robert Patterson. Back row: Richard Blalock,
Zachary Kingins, Robyn Mayfield, Haley Leedom, Mallory Cathey,
Ashley Williams, and David Purcell.
- -

A pizza is um-um good! Derrik Edwards and Shane Smith brought in
the highest number of new PTA members in Maxine Pool's third
grade at East Calloway Elementary. All of the classrooms at East
worked hard to bring in new members for the PTA. Mrs. Pool's room
had the highest school presentage and to celebrate, the class enjoyed a
piz7a party at school.

ha Brown's fourth grade Gifted/Talented class at North Calloway
Elementary planned, designed and bought equipment for a park. Pictured are, left to right: Jennifer Anderson, Paul Bell, Becky Hargrove, Chris Hendricks, Emily Pyle, and Laurie Witte.
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Mrs. Lynch, a Murray State Reading participant, presented a thinking activity to Ruth Potts' second grade students at Southwest Calloway Elementary. Each child was given a candy bar. Using descriptive
words, the student related how a bar of candy and a book were alike.
Left to right: Jessica Mitchell, Mica Eaves, Amy Travis, Lynch, Bradley Marvin, Ashley Bebber, Brooke Lenchi, and Brian Miller.

Nancy Schempp's seventh period math class at Calloway County
Middle School used a cutting exercise to find decimal equivalents.
Shown are Grace Mason, Schempp, Jason Fulcher; and in the background Joey Scott, Bryan Burgess, and Alyshia Nance.
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Students in Jean Lynch's second grade class at Southwest Calloway
Elementary are on a nature trail, taking notes of their observations.
Pictured are Mindy Brandon, Christina McPhail, and Glenn
Timmons.

Seventh graders in Betty Wagar's social studies class went out on the
campus to look at the monument dedicated to those who died during
World War II in observance of Memorial Day. Pictured in front are
James Curtis, Patrick Brawley, James Foster, and Grant Bennett. Pictured in back are Tina Ballard, teachers aide Anna Cherry, Russell
Drake and Wagar.
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Members of Ruth Ann Futrell's 10th grade class at Calloway County
High School perform "The Sneeze," a play by Neil Simon based on a
story by Anton Chekhov. Pictured are Deanna Seavers, Michael Bell,
Candace Jarrett, and Jimmy Kelly.
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Jennifer Rideout, a junior at Murray State majoring in Social Work,
did the "Champs Program" presentation for Marjorie Grady's Kindergarten class at East Calloway Elementary. Rideout told the children that good touches make you feel good, but bad touches make you
hurt, or feel bad. The students were told they could say no, get away,
and tell someone they trusted if soneone touches them in a bad way.
Shown in front are Mandy Eldridge and Dustin Casper. In back are
Joe Dochan, Rideout, and Justin Fox.

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County Count
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger dt. Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

his Chaverri, an international student from Panama at Murray State,
came to share some of her culture with Margaret Bootie's sixth grade
World Geography class at Murray Middle School. She taught them to
speak certain phrases in Spanish, and taught them Spanish songs
while accompanying herself of the guitar. Some of the students added
Latin American rhythm instruments to the music. She had a question
and answer period with the students about her country, which
included the political and economic scene. Pictured in front are Chas
Villanova, Chaverri, and Carroll Lane Christopher. In back are
David Klapper, Summer Robertson, Shama Norsworthy, Abby Gullet, and Shauna Walker.
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April Webb's mother, Candy Webb, tells about ther work at Wallis

Eleanor Miller's second grade reading class at Southwest Calloway
Elementary have been reading and writing Dokh words in sentences.
Clockwise left to right: Bradley Marvin, Jeremy Workman, Wesley
Sheridan, Colter' McDonald, Tracey Hicks, and Michael Windsor.

Twice a month, students in Debbie Bell's Creative Foods classes showcase their preparations and serving skills as they serve lunch to the
Calloway County High School faculty and staff. Tonya Vickery and
Billy Harris prepare for the "lunch brunch."

• Stained Glass to Mary Alice Humphries' fifth grade class at North

Calloway Elementary. She showed the tins samples of the different
types of work. In front are Heather Henderson and Robert Pierce. In
the middle are Bradley Burkett) and Adam Haley. In back are Allison
Duke and Derek Nam.
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Athletic program nets millions for school

A Bradford Pear tree was recently added to the grounds surrounding
the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped at 702
Main. The tree was planted as a memorial to Deanna Parker following her death earlier this month. Mrs. Parker's service to the supported employment program at W.A.T.C.H. will always be remembered by those at the Center. Kathy Miller is shown above tying a
ribbon around the tree to commemorate the event. Miller, who
became the first Mr. Gatti's employee from the W.A.T.C.H program
on March 13, 1987, continues to work there today and has since been
joined by other participants.

Brock opens his
headquarters for
senate campaign

Proponents of athletic spending
at Western Kentucky University
weighed in yesterday with a report
concluding that sports contribute
$5.75 million to the school's
coffers.
That conclusion is based largely
on sports' positive effect on student enrollment, and the consequent income students bring Western through tuition and per-student
state funding, said the report's
authors, Robert Pttlsinelli, Melvin
Borland and Brian Goff, all professors with Western's economics
departmeni
The report doesn't include the
impact of the athletic program on
alumni and other contributions, the
trio said.
"I think it means (Athletic Director) Jimmy Feix should ask for a
raise," Pulsinelli said with a laugh
at a press conference the three held
to release their report.
The report directly counters a
March faculty senate report, which
found that Western's athletic program ran a $1.5 million deficit. The
faculty report studied the program
in fiscal 1987-88; the economics
professors based their study on the
1988-89 fiscal year.
The bigger difference between
the two reports, however, appears
to be how each tallied up the costs
and revenues of Western's athletic
program
The economics professors said
they used a more accurate method
to determine the program's true
revenues and expenses, instead of
relying on final figures from the
university's athletic accounts.
Because non-profit organizations
such as universities don't have an
owner or shareholders demanding
to see profit margins, university
accounting procedures don't necessarily trace the true sources of
income and costs, Goff said. The
economics professors did that, he
said.
For example, the professors
traced laundry and cleaning costs,

which might be included in a general janitorial account on the university's books but which stem in
part from the athletic program —
cleaning the gym after basketball
games and washing uniforms, for
example.
On the other hand, not all food
sales might be credited to an athletic account, even though the food
was sold at a game.
Using this method of "tracing,"
the professors shrank the sport
deficit from $1.5 million to
$330,036. The football program ran
up a deficit of only $245,209, they
said.
Then the professors calculated
how many more students Western
would need to cover the costs of
the athletic program. And they calculated how many students the
program actually attracted.
They computed the latter by
using a statistical equation that
looked at enrollment figures from
1960 to 1988, and Western's winning and losing sports seasons.

The professors said the equation
factored out such variables as
increasing population, increasing
per-capita income and general fluctuations in enrollment at all of
Kentucky's colleges and
universities.
What was left was a report that
said the men's football and basketball teams lured 1,459 paying students to enroll at Western — students who would not have come to
Western if those teams did not
exist.
By adding the income those students generate, the income that
some student athletes pay in tuition
and the income the sport programs
bring in, the professors arrived at
the $5.75 million figure.
Despite Pulsinelli's joke about
Feix's pay, the profesors said they
were not telling anyone what to do
about athletic spending.
"We're not the decision makers," Pulsinelli said.
In contrast, the faculty senate's
report urged Western to scale back

its football and basketball programs
in favor of more intramural and
other "amateur-athlete" programs.
Such a decision will rest with
President Thomas Meredith, who
said be was "impressed" by the
economics professors' work. "It
seems to be an excellent study,
academically sound," Meredith
said. "I have an awful lot of confidence in what these gentlemen
have done."
Meredith said he will ask "several people to advise me on this" and
indicated he was referring to a
committee that he has said he
would appoint to study the issue.
Arvin Vos, chairman of the
faculty-senate group, said he would
need to study this latest report,
which he received just before the
start of the presss conference.
"I'm sure I won't be the only
one studying it," Vos said afterward. "I think it's just as they said.
This will cause more debate."
This was a staff story tram the Liarlawille
Co.,Her.Joersat

Polymyalgia responds to cortisone
DEAR DR. GOTT My husband has
been diagnosed with polymyalgia
rheumatica and is being treated with
prednisone. It helps some, but his progress is very slow. How long can he
remain on the medication, and is
there something better he can take
for it?
DEAR READER: Polymyalgia
rheumatica is a common disease that
causes muscular pain and stiffness
leading to muscle atrophy (wasting).
It is often associated with fever, loss
of appetite, malaise, apathy, anemia
and temporal arteritis(inflammation
of the arteries over the skull's temples). The cause is unknown.
The diagnosis is usually confirmed
by the sudden and dramatic improvement brought alout by prednisone
(cortisone) therapy. The medicine relieves symptoms within 24 hours.
Once the patient is symptom-free, the
dose of prednisone is gradually tapered. Flare-ups may require repeated courses of treatment. Prednisone
is the most effective drug to treat

polymyaligia.
The fa-pid response to prednisone
suggests that the basis of polymyalgia
may be an immune disorder in which
the body inappropriately attacks its
own normal tissues_ Because longterm prednisone therapy is fraught
with complications -- such as diabetes, bone softening and cataracts —
patients with polymyalgia should be
carefully monitored by their doctors.
and every effort should be made to reduce or eliminate the dose of prednisone as soon as possible.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How does a disc
change when it ruptures?
DEAR READER: Intervertebral
discs are like washers separating the
bones of the spine. More accurately,
they resemble inner tubes, with a ge,latinous center ring surrounded by a
tough covering of gristle.
When discs rupture, the gummy inner material herniates or squeezes
out between the supporting fibers of
the covering. This material is under
pressure and can press against a spi-

nal nerve, causing pain, weakness and
nerve malfunction
With rest, the disc material may return to its original position and symptoms can disappear. However, surgery is often necessary to repair or
remove the disc, if it is badly damaged. Discs herniate because of congenital weakness of the supporting fibers_ Therefore, even if one disc is
repaired. others may cause trouble,
unless patients take special care of
their backs after surgery or after having had a ruptured disc. People who
have had problems with one disc are
more likely to have symptoms from
others.

ments and begin raising money in
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
the coming weeks.
State school Superintendent John
Sloane has already raised nearly
Brock opened his U.S. Senate cama million dollars for his campaign.
paign headquarters with an
"I don't think it's going to take
endorsement Monday, but it was
not the message of support his a million dollars or two million
dollars to win this primary camcampaign most covets.
Brock, a Bell County native, paign," Brock said.
Brock said he may also propose
released a letter of endorsement
from Hindman physician Grady spending limits for the Democratic
primary.
Stumbo.
Stumbo, who twice ran for governor, said Brock can best represent the views of Kentuckians in
the U.S. Senate.
"In my opinion, John Brock
shares the values and the views of
the working people of Kentucky,"
Stumbo's letter said.
Brock is running against Jefferson County Judge-Executive
Harvey Sloane in the Democratic
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
primary for the right to face incum- how the Kentucky delegation voted
bent Republican Sen. Mitch in the 215-194 roll call Monday, by
McConnell next year.
which the House refused to permit
After his brief prepared remarks, the offering of an amendment to
Brock did not need any prompting restrict U.S. aid to El Salvador.
to raise the issue of when he wilij The overall vote had the effect
be endorsed by Gov. Wallace of heading off the restrictions, but
Wilkinson.
caution should be used in interpret"I don't know when the gover- ing any one member's vote,
nor's going to endorse me or if because other reasons also could be
he's going to," Brock said.
present.
Wilkinson's support is considA "yes" vote is a vote to allow
ered crucial to Brock, who is mak- the amendment to be offered. Voting a relative late entry into the
ing yes were 187 Democrats and 7
campaign.
Republicans. Voting no were 53
But Brock said his race is on
Democrats and 162 Republicans.
schedule because he did not want
Democrats — Hubbard, n; Mazto begin in earnest before the zoli, y; Natcher, y; Perkins, y.
November elections. Brock said he
Republicans — Bunning, n;
expects to announce more endorseHopkins, n; Rogers, n.

Amendment
vote listed
by delegation
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Why Drive Out of Town?
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for Christmas As Little As $1 Down
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for a Small Fee.
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Mirrray Ledger & Times

New polystyrene material turn houses into fortresses
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Knock
on the wall of a building constructed with Don Grieb's
macrotherm system and you'll hear
a hollow sound that will make you
think the residents are easy prey
for a big, bad wolf.
When you learn the house is
made from cement-coated polystyrene, a material similar to that
used in styrofoam cups, you'll
think the inhabitants are silly, little
pigs indeed.
But don't be fooled.
Although the house is built with
lightweight, energy-efficient materials, it is strong enough to withstand forces far more powerful than
the huff and puff of a wolf.
Despite its hollow-sound, "you
can run a bulldozer into it and it
won't break," Grieb said.
Mary Ullrich and Mark Nissen,

who own the first polystyrene
house Grieb built, know that from
experience. A neighbor ran her car
into their suburban Glendale house
one morning while they were having breakfast.
"She hit it darn good," Nissen
said. "We thought she had ended
up in one of the bedrooms."
But despite the noise, the only
damage to the house was a black
mark from the woman's bumper,
Nissen said, adding "that says
something for the structure of the
house."
Grieb, a Milwaukee architect,
has much more to say about the
structure of the house and about the
two other houses he's built using
his patented system.
"It's a wonder-like material,"
he said. "I'm frustrated to say I
can't use it in all instances that it

Remote Control Stereo Receiz)er/
Monitor Console Color TV

0/0717/ SYSTEM 3
25 diiiil Color TV
..404•• 4ft.Pfto
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Featuring
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•••
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••
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can be used."
In addition to the Glendale
home, Grieb has also used the
macrotherm system to build homes
in Marco Island, Fla., and Scottsdale, Ariz., and a church in Milwaukee. He also has plans for a
fourth house in West Bend, Wis.
The Glendale house — a threebedroom ranch — is far different
from the showplace house built in
Florida. The latter is a three-story,
four-bedroom house featuring spiral columns, a fiberglass circular
stairway and a screened
5,000-square-foot spa area that
looks out onto Caxambas Bay.
The Arizona house was designed
by another architect to be built
with traditional building materials,
but the owner heard about the
house in Florida and decided to use
the macrotherm system, Grieb said.
Although Grieb has a patent on
his system and contractors must be
trained by representatives of his
company to use it, building with
lightweight expanded polystyrene
blocks is easier than building with
"sticks and stones," he says.
The system is so easy to use, he
says, three people can build a
house in three to five days. More
women would also be able to use
the system, he says.
"Why shouldn't we let women
be construction people as well?
This would lighten the labor," he
says.
Not only is labor lighter with
Grieb's technique, the material
insulates better than regular building materials, thereby making
homes made from polystyrene
more energy efficient, he says.

Traditional homes are extremely
inefficient, he says.
"Our houses are just like
sponges sucking up water," he
says, "only they're walls sucking
up cold."
•
The energy efficiency was a factor that prompted Nissen and Ullrich to buy their house. When the
house was tested by students from
the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, the heating bill for an
entire year was $149.
"We did think there was some
risk involved in buying it," Nissen
says, "but we liked the economy
involved."
Nissen and Ullrich say the highest monthly heating bill they've
had was $55. In their previous
house, their heating bills often ran
as high as $180 per month during
the winter.
Donald F. Luebs of the National
Association of Homebuilders'
Research Foundation, says using
expanded polystyrene as wall
sheeting for insulation is becoming
more popular.
"Styrofoam is a good insulator," said Luebs, technical director
of building systems research and
development. "The use of styrofoam and expanded polystyrene for
wall sheeting is on the increase."
Luebs says he's not familiar with
Grieb's system, but he says several
builders have experimented with
polystyrene and other plastic
foams. Grieb's macrotherm system
sounds like "a reasonably sound,
novel approach to building," he
says, but not all of them do.
"Some of them make sense," he
said, "and some of them don't. But
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THIS HOLIDAY

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET'S
SILENT SALESMAN
IS ON DUTY

EVERY CAR AND TRUCK
MARKED WITH

SPECIAL
PRICING!

Q. — I used some nuts and bolts
for the first time the other day.
When I bought the material I
needed, the hardware man referred
to one type of bolt as a "carriage"
bolt, but he did not know the origin
of the term. Any idea?
A. — A carriage bolt got that
name simply because it was the
kind of bolt often used on horsedrawn vehicles. They probably still
are.
Q. — I am making a workbench
for my garage, where I will be
doing a lot of work. I want to put
perforated hardboard at the top of
it in the rear to hold various tools.
Can I attach it with nails or should
I use screws?
A. — Screws would be better.
But hold on a minute. If you attach
the perforated hardboard to the
bench won't everything rattle and
roll every time you do any hammering on the bench? You had better reconsider unless you will be
using the workbench for chores
that will not require any heavy
work.
Q. — My son and daughter-inlaw live in the apartment upstairs
from us. They play their stereo
very loud. Is there some way we
can keep the sound out?
A. — Sound is best controlled
from the place where it is originating. Get them to use soundabsorbent materials in their apartment. Upholstered furniture,
drapes, curtains, carpets and acoustical tile are among the items that
will soft pedal the noise.

v

IfERE
-1- 'S THE
ANSWER
13y Andy Lang
AP Newsfeatures
Q. —. There is a ragged hole in
our blacktop driveway. It's in a
part the car usually doesn't go
over, but just to be sure, how soon
can the car be driven over a repair?
What's the easiest ay'io handle
such a repair?
A. — After poku
e opening to loosen anything that will
come loose, fill the hole with a
blacktop mix. The instructions on
the container of mix should be
read, but there is nothing left to do
but to tamp down the patch. Add
more mix if necessary. This kind of
repair usually can withstand the
weight of a car almost immediately, but an overnight wait is
preferable.
(The techniques of using varnish,
lacquer, shellac, stain, bleach,
remover, pumice, rottenstone, etc.,
are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood Finishing in the
Home," which can be obtained by
sending $1 and a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope to KnowHow, P.O. Box 477, Huntington,
NY 11743. Questions of general
interest will be answered in the
column.)

they all cost more than normal
construction."
Grieb said the cost of building
with his system is about $38 per
square foot — a COSI that's Comparable to that of traditional building techniques.
"Our conventional builders are
building with 2-by-4s, bricks and
lumber," Grieb said. "It's foolishness to build in that manner when
you have materials that can withstand 190 mph winds and yet are
so much easier to build with."
As energy requirements for new
homes become more and more
strict, builders may need to explore

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'
"7bo many people are thinking of
security instead of opportunity.
They seem more afraid of life than
death."
— James F. Byrnes.
Some declarers refuse to consider
a plan of play until after they draw
the trumps. What is the price of this
false sense of gecurity? Usually it
costs a makable game.
Dummy's spade ace won, and before tackling his long side-suit,
South cashed his ace and king of
trumps. For this he was to pay
dearly.
Next he led a low diamond to his
nine and West's ace, and West continued spades, forcing dummy to
ruff. Another low diamond from
dummy failed to bring down East's
queen, and South could no longer
use dummy's suit. There was nothing to do but ruff a third spade and
play for the club ace to be onside. It
wasn't, and the game fell one trick
short.
The game makes if South starts
the diamonds before he draws the
trumps. At trick two, he leads a diamond back to his nine, forcing the
ace, and ruffs a spade in dummy. He
leads a low diamond back to his
king, catching nothing, and cashes
the ace and king of trumps. The diamond jack is pushed through East.
and the game succeeds whether or
not East covers. South enjoys two
club discards on dummy's long diamonds, and South scores an overtrick instead of going one down.
First things first. The solid trump
suit can wait. The broken side-suit
must be developed before dummy's
entries are exhausted.
it was not the apple on the tree but
the pair on the ground. I believe,
that caused the trouble in the
garden."
— M.D O'Connor.
For 14 long days non-stop, The
Battle of the Sexes" was staged,earlier this year. One table was in the
Cavendish Club of New York City
(the men were North-South) and the
other was in Le Club du Bridgeur in
Paris, where the women were
North-South. After 2,952 hands
were each played at both sites, the
men won a close match, with the
lead changing several times. This
was one of the interesting hands in
which the men fared better than the
women.
East won her diamond ace and returned her singleton trump. South,
R. Jay Becker of New York, won his
ace and led a wily trey of spades.
West was caught napping and
played a routine second-hand-low.
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*limit raise
Opening lead: Spade king
BID WITH THE ACES
It 21 13

South holds4A
KJ83
•J 10 6 3 2
48 6 2
North
1+
2

South
1 NT

ANSWER:Four hearts. With almost
all your high-card strength complementing North's long suits, jump to
game. He should have a good play.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copvnght 1989 United Feature Syndkeate

Declarer played low from dummy,
and East won the 10. East exited
with a diamond, won in dummy, but
South had control. Declarer led a
second spade, endplaying East —
the forced lead of either minor gave
South his 10th trick.
Had East cashed her spade king
before exiting in diamonds, it would
not have mattered. South had
enough entries to set up and cash
dummy's fifth spade. The key to defeat lay with West's hopping up with
her ace at trick two to lead a club.
The women also had much to
cheer about. Tune in tomorrow to
read about a hand well played by
the other side.
11-22-A
NORTH
•J 8 7 6 5
V 8 53
•K 10
4A Q 9
WEST
EAST
4A 942
•K 10
V Q 10
7
•8 2
•A 9 7 6 5 4 3
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SOUTH
•Q 3
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materials that provide more insulation than traditional materials. By
using traditional materials, Grieb
said, builders are forced to reduce
the number and size of windows in
new homes to meet energy
requirements.
"Soon, you'll have to have
nothing but walls and peepholes for
windows," Grieb said.
Mass producing houses with his
system could bring the cost down
to $30 per square foot, he said.
Such well-insulated and durable
housing could protect against
weather extremes including hurricanes, he said.
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ANSWER: Pau. No reason to expect that two clubs (non-forcing)
should produce a safer contract.
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CLASSIFIEDS

FrawesDniut
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1989
ARIES
LEO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pit (July 23 to Aug. 22)
4
Don't let irnpatience mar your
Dating activity should pick up in
work efforts today. Be thorough and the coming month.
There'll be more
do a good job. An appointment is occasions in your life
with an accent
liable to be changed now. Partners on winning and dining.
Interruptions
work well together.
interfere with concentration now.
TAURUS
VIRGO
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Aug. 23 to Sept.'2'2)
The coming month could bring an
Shopping for the home is favored
important investment decision. Pro- now and in the coming
month.
ductivity is at its best mid-day. Morning hours find you
a hit impaEvening plans may be subject to tient Unexpected
developments
change. Tonight you may be restless. affect your social Life tonight
GEMINI
LIBRA
(May 21 to June 20)
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Dating and romance are favored
John Emerson, president of the Murray Civitan Club, presents Kerry
Be careful not to break something
today, but you could run into some you value today. You're
Pinkston, a new Civitan member, with a new member kit. Pinkston
good at
is
unexpected expenses now. There's a communicating your thoughts
an employee of Sears and makes the 35th member of the local Civitan
now. A
notable accent on partnerships in the family member acts in an
group. Pinkston was initiated at the Nov. 16 meeting of the Murray
atypical
coming month.
manner this p.m.
Civitans. L.A. Jones was the Silver Dollar person, according to WayCANCER
SCORPIO
ne Williams, publicity chairman.
(June 21 to July 22)
)
4E (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
CIE
You'll be beginning an important
Expect to do more shopping in the
new work project in the coming coming month. A new source
of
weeks. Right now you may get more income could also arise then.
accomplished at home than on the
Behind-the-scene moves are best for
job. A close tie is unpredictable
you in business today.
today.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
de
Social life picks up for you now,
By GARY LARSON
but unexpected expenses are likely
today. The coming month brings you
c ,1t3 C4roncr
c 1143 Crosnokr Naves
a renewal of self-confidence. You
44444•44 lc unmans.P.m lyticas
come into your own!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A friend seems unduly manipulative or secretive. You'll want more
time for yourself in the coming
month. Unconventional moves aren't
favored in business. Maintain a low
profile.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll enjoy joining friends at a
movie or some other social event
today. Plans involving travel may be
changed now. A business matter
requires you to be patient.
PISCES
).ader
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
weer
Career strivings will meet with
•
success today and in the coming
month, but it's a poor day to seek
legal advice. An unreliable friend
could keep you waiting now.
At*,
YOU BORN TODAY are inventive
and high-strung. You have a good
intuition which you should learn to
trust. At times, you can be too
"It's Henderson again, sir.
... He always taints at the
skeptical. You'll do best in occupa"YOU again!"
sight of yolk."
tions that are in line with your ideals.
You have a genuine interest in
helping others and are often found on
THE TEACHER SAID I COULD BRIN6 YOU
UI WHY DO YOU WAVE TD
the
side of the underdog. You're
TO SCHOOL FOR A DAY.. 514E 5AID TWE
OVERDO EVERYTHING?
capable of original work in both the
OTHER KID5 MI614T ENJOY IT
arts and sciences.
0.10906.1100
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20% Off
Storewide!

Uniforms of
Murray

or a
Delicious Pumpkin Pie

$9.50
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Avoid The Rush
) Order Early!

The Murray Ledger & Times

ail
44%

OH -OH/
YOUR SAREPE
IS ASLEEP AND
rHE TIDE 15
COMING IN

L Thanksgiving
Special

-typing ability

Zn's Cake Hut)
759-4492

No Phone Calls

t(Mt

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I Harvest
goddess
4 Waterway
9 Briny
12 Squat
13 Worship
14 Recent
15 Metal
fastener
17 Mexican dish
19 Lure
21 Equality
22 "— Grit"
24 Siphon
26 12 months
29 Handle
31 Female:
colloq.
33 Succumb
34 A, E. —,
U
35 Drunkard
37 Meadow
39 C-F linkup
40 Pigpen
42 Deity
44 Urge forward

46 Former
Russian ruler
48 Insect egg
50 Free ticket
51 Born
53 Shopping
areas
55 Carroll and
Blanche
58 — Bailey
(comics)
61 Frozen water
62 Cylinders
64 Grain
65 Billy —
Williams
66 Saccharine
67 Deli bread

Answer to Previous Puzzle

1 Forerunner
of CIA
2 Fruit seed
3 — of Liberty
4 Serene
5 Clever
person

6 Negative
7 — Carney
8 — Year
9 Trapped
10 Lamprey
11 Solemn
wonder

16 Pares
18 Fifth month
20 Child's game
22 Chubby
Checker
dance
23 Disturbances
25 Crony
colloq
27 Assistants
28 Walks
unsteadily
30 Canine
32 Hawaiian
wreath
36 2.000 lbs
18 Sufficient
41 — Stadium
43 Obscure
45 Head of
church parish
47 Female ruff
49 Multiplication
52 Goes astray
54 For tear that
55 ProposItoon
56 High card
57 Seed
59 Song
60 Summer F'
63 French
article

MEM ONIMMM MAI
MEM MEM= EMI
MEM= MEM=
MEM MEM
(trirviNcIlv< WM= MEM MINIM
MINIMM Mad MEM
NM MUM MEM NM
ini17- •
MN MOM MEM=
MOM MOM MINIM
MOM WU=
MMEMEM
MOM MEM= MN
MEM WNW. WIMM

IF AM CALLS.,
WE'LL BE AT MY
MOTHER'S.

41"
r1111

40

PROFESSIONAL
DRIVERS
Rofeassocul drmars oseded to
num out of Benson. KY pulltng
tankers and reefers Home
weekly Starung pay. Teams
2528'
Sindas 22.• mule,
2 Far mlie misty trona& Company pud hoapnalusalon„ ilk
dssandkry mairance, 401K museum= program
of 21
yrs old, r yes-viable
coca No DCI's.

WEST,
INC.
1-800-280-2078
R.E.

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
JOB Opportunity: The City
of Murray has an opening
for the position of Police
Chief Applications/ lob description may be obtained
from the City Clerk's Office,
207 South 50 Street, Monday through Friday.
8a m -5p m Applications
will be accepted until
Thursday, November 30th
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer operating under an
Affirmative Action Plan
Benefits package includes
hazardous duty retirement,
health and life insurance
coverage, three weeks paid
vacation and sox paid holidays Salary range
$20.121-$33,602 depending on qualifications

DOWN

.1
44,Ailev

SALE

j

OAR/ IL

and unskilled For information cal(615)779-5507 Ext.
H-1386

IF you we career minded,
GRANDMA Miller's Bake self-motivated, team
Shop will be moving oriented and would like to
November 24th from 1114 earn above average inPoplar to Rolling Hills come, Taco John's wants
Nursery, North 12th St. ki talk to you Taco John'ss
Opening day November now accepting applications
28th Will be at present for crew positions in Murlocation until 'Thanksgiving. ray Apply in person between 2-4p m. Mon.- Sat.
PASSPORT Photos In- No phone calls please.
stant passport photos avail- Taco John's is an EOE
able at Allison PhotograNEED a job? A GED? Hope
phy, 753-8809
for the future? You may
TRANSFER your home qualify if 'You do not have
movies to video tape, only your GED or high
school
7c per foot, slides 154 diploma, 'You
have been
each, extra copies only out of school 9 months
or
$10. Video Production Spe- more; 'You are
between
cialties, Donna Darnell, the ages of 16 &
21. We are
759-9246.
an E.O.E. This project is
WOULD you like to do your funded by the Western
Christmas shopping from Kentucky Private Industry
your seat and not your feet? Council- JTP A Call
We could torn your shop- JTPA. Out Of School
ping into a party We take 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
'plastic for plastic* now. 8a m -11 30a m
Ca 759-9896.
NURSES Aide/ PRN Work
as needed If you to not
require a full-time job and
would like to work variable
hours on a pleasant atornosphere, call Glade or Jerry
at 753-7109. Fern Terrace
Lodge. EOE.

(knowledge of computers helpful but not necessary)

owe

CAR Body Man Send experience, salary requirements, confidentially to L
Body Shop, P 0 Box 468,
Murray, KY 42071
CRUISE Shops Now hiring

LABORATORY SUPERVISOR Murray Stale University Position in Student
Health Services. B.S degree on Medical Technology
Of appropriate science preferred certification as •
medical technologist by an
acceptable agency, a minimum of one year of clinical
experience preferred,
supervisory expereince
preferred but not mandatory, other qualifications
may be considered with
expereince Muslbeableto
perform analysis and demonstrate proficiency in a
variety of routine and specialized laboratory procedures. Must also demonstrate the ability to operate
different types of sophisticated electronic equipment Responsible for qual
ity control programs and
maintenance of laboratory
supplies. Full-time ten
months, part-lime in the
summer Salary commensurate with qualifications
and experience, and a
comprehensive employee
beriedts c4an a provided.
Applicents should submit
resumes along with salary
requirements and names
and addresses of three references to Roberts Gertwat& AdMinistrator. Student Health Services. IANray State University,
Murray, KY 42071 EOE/M-

0
:
I

•
St

BE On TV for local commercials High pay No experience All ages Cali
now! 1-518-459-8928 ext
TV973

ail positions Both skilled

Successful
candidates
will be mouvated self star
len with good telephone
skills, able to type,and estpy
wodung in retail bye°
ence with computers a plus,
but not requinx1 Reply with
wort/salary history and re
(cremes to

Ledger & Times
Box 1040-A
Murray, KY 42071

ATTENTION Ladies
Would you like to be your
own boss, set your own
hours. set your own income
level" For more details call
75a-wigs

(602)842-1087 ext. U1323.

You offer --

-willingness to work
Apply In person to:

tarred Full-time with
benefits Deadline for application November 30 Send
resume to HT Marketing,
Inc , P 0 Box 790, Murray,
KY 42071

Call Gene at 753-2617

8" Layer Coconut Cake

tplik

dures and equipment re
quoted Computer education andkor experience pre-

Plus Tax, Title & License
36 filo Closed End Lease
ANYONE Can Apply! Guaranteed Visa/ MC, US
Charge Even with bad credit No one refused. Call

Dixieland Shopping
Center

-vacations -good pay
-benefits
-pleasant work atmosphere
-good hours -paid holidays

C441111.1.4460,edow411440.401.4

'

Now Interview/fag for
immediate ()pulley
la Customer Service.

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
531486mo'

We offer --

.00.•‘
'
•
.. 's
-A

ciD

1

ADMINISTRATIVE Clerk
Wanted Typing *lulls required Expenence arid/or
education in office proce-

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year"

Full Time

t

117TTT4ial

teliteiLrftip

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

•

_

dal*

Hs*
Wanted

deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, it you go
to the hospital, you
or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $560.00 before
Medicare pays anything. For free information call:

Classified Advertising Clerk

rip

Nsip
WEND/

Medicare is again
changing the Part-A

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

THE FAR SIDE

Nona

EARN $300'$500 per week
reeding books at home
Call 1-615-473 7440 Ext
5-413

•

EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Sena sett
addressed stamped envelope to P0 Box 27145,
Detnot, MI 48227
EARN MONEY watching
Ni $50,000 year income
potential Details (1)
805-687 6000 Ext
K-10706
EARN MONEY typing at
home $30.000,1 year income potential Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext
B-10706

Murray Rental
& Sales
4-

Is now taking applica

tions for part/full-time
salesperson with mechanical skills.
Apply In person.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

200 East Main St.
Murray, Ky.
POSTAL Jobs. Start
$10 79/ hour For exam and
application information
Call (219) 769-66.49 ext Ky
109, 8a.m. — Sp m seven
days.
'PRE-HOLJDAY INCOME'
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
stamped envelope to
DMM-IV, P.O. Box 2297,
Miami, FL 33261
RECEPTIONIST/ Secret
ary. Wanted for CPA's of
lice Send resume to Box
453, Murray, KY
SECRETARY Part-time
The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension
Service, is looking for a
part-tome Extension Secret
ary Work 15 hours per
week Applications will be
taken at the Calloway
County Extension Office
201 South Forth St. Miller
Annex, (basement of the
Miller Annex) between
8a.m.-I 2p.m
and
1-4:30p m. before Dix:ember 8, 1989 For more infor-

mation, cal 753-1452 or
753-1456. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
WAITRESS: Big Apple
Cafe. Immediate opening
Must be 21 Apply in person
or call (901)247-5798
090
SkustIon
Waated
BABYSITTING In my
home
Mon - Fri

7a m -4p m Expenenced
Responsible Reasonable
rates References avail
able 753-4832
BABYSITTING My home
between Hardin and Mur
ray, weekdays Lots of ex
penence Will give your
child TLC 753-3869 References upon request
CLEANING Done weekly
be-weekly, monthly or one
time only. By the hour or by
the
job.
Call
(901)593-3493. References can be furnished

Ask for Rachel.
HOLIDAY Cleaning Done
before and after the holidays
Please
759 4986

call

LET me help cafe for you,
sick or handicapped
753 0785
WILL do babysitting in my
home, anytime 436 5464
WILL sit with elderly or will
clean houses or offices
Call 753 7215 or 753 3635
WILL sit with the sock or
elderly nights For more
information cal 753 4590
evenings

Business
Opportunity
PRINTED Shorts Of Jackets Order now for your
employees Cerise-nal Piewants Faye's, next to WalMart 753-7743
T-SHIRT, picket and cap
emoting equipment with
suppliers Waling to train
$4,003 Nsgoisble. Phone

(508)256-211111

;At

p.

••14
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CLAss_rFrEDs
20

210

ASHLEY wood burning
stove veil eiectnc blower
for $200 and weight Meng
bench plus weight $25 Call
753-7387
AUTUMN Sale! Storage
buldirrgs 8x12 $750, 8316
$1.000. 10x16 $1,350,
Other Sizes available
489-2663

-800-S4S-7364
CAMOFLAGE clothing for
men and boys, Army field
jackets. Walker work boots
and western boots, LeCrOsSe rubber boots, insu'maxi coveralls and coon
hunters' lights Jerry's
Sporting Goods, 6th 8 Walnut, Mayfield, Kentucky

••
•

PREPARE
FOR THE '90s
Try,

, ,deee•
,

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
01 bean lo be •Prol•••aala

• SECRETARY
• EXECUTIVE SEC.
• WORD PROCESSOR
HOW STUDY CIES 114•14/7/G

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
F QUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE
1 (800) 327-7728
Gwen Treineag Cap
Nal Min lisiaaurwihrari

LIARX TO DRIIIt
TRACTOR
TRAILER

:e

•
wimia mile

IC

411

CANOPY 24'x24' aluminum SONIC* station canopy, taken down, ready to
move, $1,250 753-7668,
8a.m.-5p.m.
KEROSENE heater 22,000
BTU,$119 99. Wallin Hadware, Downtown Paris,
Open al day Saturday's.
OFFICE Equipment New
and used Desks, chairs,
file cabinets South 4th 8
Elm St. call 753-7668
days
OREGON Saw Chains %
inch pitch for 16 inch bar,
$899, 20 inch, $1099
Wallin Hardware, Downtown Pans. Open all day
Saturday's
GOING Out Of Business
Cash 8 Carry Sale! Tanning booth, personal
sauna, toning table. The
Body Designer, 115 South
13th Street, Murray, KY,
753-3492.

ALLIANCE
••eare Troller
•
C•041411••
T F•1101•11
l•••••
•
•
•
1

1-80457334.•1203

Home
Furnishings

PRICE RECLINERS.
Big Man's swivel rockers
arid wall savers, all /
1
2
price' At these prices, not
every chair is available for
layaway, but most are
Woodcrafters Galleries,
BATT , alum., coop , brass, 759-4522,
stain, appliances, body tin,
cans rad, alum rad, scrap BUNK Beds Wood, 6
on Open 7 days, 94 East, months old 753-4772
Post Oak Drive, watch for BUNK Beds with drawers,
sign 753-0467 '
good oandition. 492-8219.
BUYING aluminum cans, HIDE-A-BED,
$250. Lazy
battery, scrap metal, cop- Boy, $75. Call 753-2963.
per and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492 8183 days, NEW Furniture: Hide-abed couch and used
498-8785 nights
electric and gas ranges.
LOT Suitable to rent or buy Ask for Neal . at Starks
for a mobile home
Brothers Mobile Homes.
898-7205
753-2922
OLD Oriental rugs wanted, WATERBED Queen-size,
any size or condition Call $75 Call after 5p m
free 1-800-5538021
753-5981

Meierray Ledger & Times

Firewood

Hosting
And Cooing

FIREWOOD tor sale
437-4667

ASHLEY Wood Furnace
Like new. 438-4229

SEASONED firewood and
tree removal Free esU
436-2562
mates
436-2758
SEASONED Firewood
$20/ rick pecked up, $30.
rick delivered Minimum 2
ricks Call to place winter
orders 492 825.4

220
Musical
FOR Sale Boss CE-3
chorus box with AC adapter Paid $102, will sell for
$75. Digitech PDS- 1CO2 digital delay pedal with up to
two seconds of delay and
AC adapter New, $145,
selling for $110. Both
sound great and are in excellent shape, I'm going
MIDI. Call David at
522-6725 6-10 pm
weeknights.
ORGAN: l3alwin Encore,
MCO 190 spinet, fully computerized, almost every
conceivable combination of
instruments, rythms, percussions, including phantom fingers, panoramic stereo sound, 1 -finger chord
system, etc. Walnut finish,
bench and self-teaching
manuals included Bought
new in 1984 tar $8,000
Price negotiable Call
753 - 2 1 1 2
for
demonstration.

JIM'S Heating 8 Air Condi
boning installing and serv
tang at brands with 14
years experience'
Commercial/ residential
753-9518 24 hour answering After hours 658 3282
RANDY Thornton Co, Inc
Heating and air conditioning for commercial or restdental Factory authorized
Irene and Garner dealer
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks 24 hour
emergency service.
753-8181 Locally owned
and operated Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years

Prime Office
Space For
Rent
Downtown, close to
square. Utilities and
janitorial services offered.

753-8302
or

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS:
Just in at Ox Yoke in Hazel:
collection of Indian-head
pennies and Buffalo nickels. Other fine coins and
proof sets also reasonably
priced. Also buy our coins
in Murray at Jane's Attic,
Carolyn's Corner, the Treasure House, and Mercantile
(Aurora). 753-4161,

SMALL Business Building
Prime location, intersection
of Sycamore and 4th
Streets. f4ewly remodeled
Call 753-8809.
Prime Office Space

For Rent
304 N. 12th St.
"Across from
University Square"

753-7743

BOARDING for dogs and
cats Also Toy POTOMMINVI
stud and 7 month old *male for sale 489-2377
COCKER Spaniels AKC
Ready now! Buy for Christmas! (502)492-8358
GOLDEN RETRIEVERS
AKC puppies 12 weeks
old, wormed and shots Call
(901)644-1850
GROOMINGDALES, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new,
modern facility
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM
Checks scratching & re
Neves irritated skin without
stenods Promotes healing
and hair growth on dogs &
cats' CALLOWAY SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL RD

Real
Estate
46 ACRES: Zoned R3-A
on old 641 in city, all city
utilities available. Invest or
develop, $38,500
753-7668 days.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
NEW Condominiums For
Sale: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380 sq. ft plus garage, all
applicances included plus
many other extras. For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222.
TWO Houses at 206 and
208 E. Poplar, Assume
V.A. Mortgage on 208 Poplar of approx. 21,500 at
fixed 8% interest + $1,000.
Large house at 206 Poplar
on corner lot. $12,000. Both
houses in B-3 zone.
759-4808 for appointment.
440

2 BEDROOM bock near
university, remodeled
753-3942

MODERN 3 Bedroom
House. With two acres, just
five miles from Murray.
Less than $50,000 arid only
two years old. Large country kitchen Call James at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

NEW 2 bedroom. 1 bath on
privael lot 20 minutes from
Murray Have to see to
appreciate
$265
3644248

gold 5 months old

Call 492-8566
after 5:00 p.m.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
iii''.

1080 HONDA Civic
5-speed, fair condition
474-2325

1987 COROLLA Sport
Coupe SR-5 32,000 miles,
air, $6,250 437-4723
1987 COUGAR XR-7:
Loaded, sharp 489-2895.
1988% FORD Escort, excellent condition. Want
someone to take over payments 1981 Buick Riviera,
excellent condition $3,000
or best otter. 753-5612.

ILl

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515. 5. 12th

Phone

Murray. Ky

753-4961

son
Used
Trucks
1970 FORD short bed pickup and 1957 Runabout
boat, 45HP motor and
trailer. $800 for both or best
offer. Call Jeff at 753-4408
Of 435-4161 after 5p.m.

Hrs. 9 a.m.-14 p.m. Mon.-Fri.:
9 am. 7 p.m. Sat-: 1 5 p.m. Sun
Olympic Plaza Hwy. 641 N 753-23$0

1976 60HP CHRYSLER
Electric start, long shank,
rebuilt motor, $1,500
Parker's Marine Salvage
on New 79 East. 69A By
pass, Pare, Tennessee
(901)642-6569

LICENSED electrician
James GaNirnore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
SEKYK:41 759-1835

MAKE an offer on 14' Vbottom Sea Nymph &SHP
Mercury, loaded Must sell
soon. 753-7585
630
Son/Ices
Offered
A-1 CAR Wash Hand wash
and wax 404 North 4th St.
Murray, Kentucky,
753-0823 Also pick upend
delivery service

1975 FORD Super Cab
F-150 Ranger XLT Full
power and automatic,
$1,250. 489-2895

1

iii

way
to'

Ceni
the

acco
Man
TI

MOBILE HOME Specialist
436-5255

1988 WINNER Intrigue
Boat 17'. Red, gray and
white with 2 swivel chairs,
bench and deck Must sell!
$8,000 or best offer.
(502)365-6105

PAUL'S Painting Service
Also wiN do small odd gobs
Hazel, Ky 492-8545
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

horn
hiI ur

PLUMBING, electrical, fur
neoe, air conditioning, gas
Of elecinc Cheapest rates!
Free estimates! Day or
night phone 753-9979, ask
for Joe In emergency leave
phone, name, if no phone
leave address

a se
C
ihe :one
into

W0(k
the
Mae

vidir.

PROFESSIONAL lawn
care, leaf raking and hauling CM 759-4440, ask for
Wayne

li

:
T
quanBied

QUALITY Construction
CLEANING: Businesses Alteration 8 remodeling
and residential. General Porch 8 deck specialist
cleaning, window washing, 436-2617 or 753-1126
floor stripping and carpet
RADON Testing By Envirshampooing. References
osaf consultants Commersupplies. 753-6737.
cial and residential
BRICK, block and con- 753-3413.
crete, basements, foundaROCKY COLSON Home
tions, driveways, sidewRepair. Roofing, siding,
alks, patios. Free estipainting, plumbing, conmates Chimneys new and
crete Free estimates Call
repaired. 28 years experi474-2307
ence. 753-5476
ELECTRICAL installation
and repair All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration Call 753 7203
ELECTRICIAN Licensed
contractor, quality work Affordable price No charge
service call Runyon
Electric Service 436-5279
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

there

refer
cal t

CUSt1
helpf

rtwd
ece
helic
el
it,

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry. Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky

sh°u
1+551
call
charg

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811
STEWART'S Upholstery Large selection of material,
new springs, legs, etc Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery. 436-5236.

dl

thri

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning, tree re
moval. Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your proFOR most any type drive- tection. Stump removal
way white rock also, any with no lawn damage. Free
type gravel, dirt and sand estimates. No obligations
call Roger Hudson, 753-5484.
753-4545 or 753-6763
TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
GENERAL Repair plumb- installed- phones moveding, roofing, tree work • residence and business436-5895 or 4362642
experienced Call Bobby
GUTTERING By Sears: Wade 753-2220
Sears residential and com- VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
mercial continuous gutters Service Center, cleaninginstalled for your specifica- servicing $15, most repairs
tions. Call Sears 753-2310 $35, all brands. 3rd Street,
for free estimate.
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fn., 753-0530,
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old WET BASEMENT? We
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranHAULING, yard work, tree teed
Call or write Morgan
removal, roofing painting, Construction
Company
mowing Free estimates Route
2 Box 409-4, Padu
759-1683
cah, KY 42001 or call
INSULATION Blown In By 1-442-7026
Sears: TVA approved. WILL do plumbing
installaSave on those high heating tion &
repairs All guaranand cooling bills. Call Sears teed
Free estimates
753-2310 for free estimate Phone
435-4169 or
753-1308
JOHN'S Construction
Basic home repair Insured
and all work professionally
done Please call 753-3413
for free estimate
FIRE Extinguisher refill, repair and checked Call
759-1999.

LICENSED Electrician .
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electric
motor repair. 759-4751
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300 BALES Red Clover
and Fescue Hay for sale,
$1.75 a square bale
436-5430

mHu
pri
ot

BALED Hay for sale
753-8673

hhave
aveh
I.

the sal
any
SAsk

1974 DODGE 4x4: Excellent condition, low miles.
759-1457.

Wain
said ti

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM vroormionott
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

rhad
ecolni
le
conver

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
ba;:111
)1
report,
dtc
recr
ic rela
sion o
Afte
bard

'Drop by & to* our showroom

1979 TOYOTA Land
Cruiser: Low mileage, 2
tops 753-0313.

1983/
1
2 NISSAN King Cab
PU one owner, PS, A/C,
AM/FM stereo cassette,
$3,500 759-4668 or
436-2882
1984 SILVERADO
4-wheel drive, loaded, with
running boards, $7,500
759-1987
1089 CHEVY Silvered°
Fully loaded, black with
maroon interior, 16,000
miles. Call 753-8555 or
492-8123 and leave
message
1989 CHEVROLET 4x4
Severed° All options, extra
nice Must sell! 437-4171.
1989 FORD Larist. 7,000
mita. 753-4663.

Iloae
& Woos
1978 HYDRA Sport with
new 115HP Mariner motor.
Call 4362420

••••':

• "" "

1982 SILVERADO: Short
wheel base, low rider, rebuilt motor. Best offer.
435-4286

•20

BLACK Late AKC puppies
for sale Shots and
wormed. good Woodlands,
born 9-1-09 (Puryear, Tn )
(901)247-3220

Services
Offered

LEAF RAKING 753-2166,
ask for David

Prescription Records & Files
Payless Drugs of Murray

510

Boats
& Motors

can

NEW On The Market: 3
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home. Immaculate condition, dose to town Call Will
Ramey at Key Associates/ 1988 BUICK Century:
Wilson Real Estate
4-door, black, wires, rack,
753-3263 or 436-5487 after $6,300. 109 North 7th St.
5p.m.
DUNE Buggy: Must sell
Good condition, 759-1765.
OWNER Leaving Town:
Take advantage) This 3
Have You Been
bedroom,2 bath home is on
Turned Down
10+ acres in SW Calloway
County. It also features a
Elsewhere?
good equipment shed,
smokehouse and blacktop
Credit Problems 4/ OK
highway frontage Call toNo Credit I OK
day for details, 753-1222,
Divorce I OK
Kopperud Really
Bankruptcy
OK
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
We sell dependable,
lot in Canterbury Estates.
affordable cars to
L R., D.R., Den w/wood
people who want to
burning fireplace, breakre-establish their credit.
fast, Lg foyer, 21
/
2 baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
Low Weekly Payments
to sell. Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
Call Sammy
753-0914 after 6 p.m.
for Details

OPPORTUNITY

MOVING out of town Take
over lees*, 4 months. $160
• month Deposit is made
Interested? Be there Sunday, Shady Oaks Trio*
Court 871

D20

3 BEDROOM Bock 4 miles
east in Scenic Acres, mod 1981 OLDS Cutlass
$30s Cal (314)334-6392 4-door, motor needs some
work, $200 753-8136
412 NORTH 8th Street 3
bedrooms 1 bath Call 1982 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham: Diesel,
753-9226
metallic gray, gray leather
interior, like new inside and
ATTENT1ON Retirees By out, $2,500 firm 492-8969
owner, exceptional 2 bedroom brick home in lovely 1984 CHRYSLER E-Class:
area New inside and out. Similar to the New Yorker.
Extra lot Shows like a Loaded, excellent condimodel $43,500 Call tion, new struts, shocks,
71.000 miles, $2.995
753-5485
753-6915.
EXCEPTIONAL Value! On
this 3 bedroom, 2 bath 1984 OLDS Delta 88
home with central heat and Brougham 4-door, all exair and attached garage tras, good condition Call
Horne is in like new condi- 753-4575 after 6p m
tion, ideal for starting up or 1985 OLDS Firenze
Good
slowing down! Condition, condition, new tires,
price range and value make 74,XXX miles Can be seen
FHA otters welcome Of- at Wiswell near Oaks.
fered at only $36,000 $4,000 or best offer
through Kopperud Realty, 753-9523.
753-1222.
1986 CUSTOM Buick SkyFOR Sale By Builder: lark, 4 door: White
with red
Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom, 2 intenor, excellent condibath country home on 3or 6 tion. Call 753-2963.
acres,5 minutes from town.
Owner anxious to sell. 1986 MONTE Carlo SS
45,000 miles, loaded, extra
Make offer! 753-8673.
dean. $7,950, will trade
759-9710 day, 753-3704
INCOMPARABLE ELEafter six. 1601 Loch
GANCE: Superlative viewsite, l'/i story Brick. Cen- Lomond.
tral air, formal dining room, 1986 SUBARU DL
large view deck, 4 bed- 2-DOOR HATCHBACK:
rooms, 21
/
2 baths. PLUS 5-speed transmission, ha'Foyer *Gas heat'New car- holder clutch, A/C, PS, PB,
peting 'Great family area AM/FM radio, rear window
•Energy-efficient 'Large defogger, famous Subaru
trees 'Quiet street '2-car reliability Inexpensive to
garage A Beautiful Buy! operate. Very nice car.
Cali Century 21 753-1492. $3,900. 753-9279.

Lots
For Sale
1 BEDROOM Apartment:
SHARP Copiers: Local au- Furnished, near MSU.
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
thorized dealer, sales, re- 753-5870, 753-4682.
tree tops (triangle bounded
ntal, lease and service. Call
1 BEDROOM Apartment by 3 roads) center of Mar1-800-248-4319
Furnished, partial utilities shall County. Look down on
TWO,Grave sites Memor- paid. No pets. 753-9741. Benton's lights! Deer and
ial Gardens Phone,
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment W. Nanney, 753-9622
753-4720.
near downtown Murray,
WATKINS Products, since 753-4109
2 LOTS: Less than 1 mile
1868. Vanilla, pepper, cinfrom city limits. Call
namon, extracts, spices, 2 BEDROOM Duplex: In 759-4949, leave message.
kitchen seasonings, lini- Northwood. Lease and deWICKER CURLY0 HEAD- ments, salves, laundry and posit. 753-2901.
BUILD SITES 8 FARM 3
BOARD: full-size, $50. 2 home care products.
mi. N. Benton: 3 adj. tracts
Call NEW 2 Bedroom Duplex
TABLE LAMPS beige,$15 Lyle Spencer
at (502) Carport, appliances, gas totaling 13.78 ac @ 2500each. 759-1293 after 5p.m. 354-8117
3000/ ac; 8i, few smaller
heat, No pets. $425. more expensive
20- BAND Saw. Surveyor's
tracts
753-7457.
nbbon, etc stakes, Christ45 ac farm 'A in fescue
200
mas stands, rebar, pallets.
Sports
NICELY furnished 1 or 2 clover, rolling, 800 feet E of
drums kindling When
EquIplawd
bedroom apartment, lo- US 641, specimen trees
empty, cleanup shop at
cated near campus. Phone preserved, fenced, 30' unMidway
Redmon FOR Sale Or Trade Mode
753-6111 days or improved access road.
1200
Winchester
12
gauge
Sal
492 8400
$66,450. Joe W. Nanney
PRIVATE Investigator with 753-0606 after 4.30 pm
28" modified, $150
753-9622/ 527-7864.
22 years city and state inBREAKER Boxes, main Winchester 94 22 magnum
NOTICE: Apartment for
Motorcycle.
breaker included, 100 amp, $150 Jap 7 7 Anska mint vestigation expereince. rent 1 or 2 bedrooms, fully MOBILE Home Lots: In
'Accident
'Criminal
'Civil
20 circuit, $49 99 200 amp, $150 1915 Meuse( K-98
furnished, heat and water Scenic Acres near East 1982 HARLEY Davidson:
40 circuit. $9999 Mobile $175 Colt 32 caliber police •Personal or Corporate included. Call 759-1743 af- Elementary, city water, Custom wide -glide.
Missing Persons Your
home 200 amp, $99 99 positive special, $150
$3,850. Call 753-7668 753-4167.
ter 5p m.
Wallin Hardware, Down- Would trade for good cross- needs, our specialty Call
days
1988 YAMAHA Warrior:
town Paris Open all day bow or black powder nfle. Confidential Investigations, NOW Renting. Embassy
SHERWOOD
Forrest, Like new. Phone 753-5624
(502)753-2641.
Apartments,
2 bedroom
Saturday's
753-7585
apartments and efficiency shaded lot, city water, after 6p m.
apartments. Call 753-3530_ sewer, natural gas
270
ATV parts, accessories,
759-9268
Mobile
tires
& service for all
2 BEDROOM Apartment
Homes For Sate
brands! Keith's Lawn 8
In Northwood, $260/ SMALL tracts of land
Tractor, Industrial Rd., MurWe presently have a position
12x60 MOBILE Home 2 month 753-6737 or joins Sherwood Forest
city utilities nearby First ray. 759-9831.
bedrooms, $3,500
open in our company. The successful
759-1578
time on market Call Cen759-1949 or 753-3870
candidate will have a good working
490
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realknowledge of computers and a mini14x50 1980 FAIRMONT 2
tors 753-1492
Used
bedrooms, 1 bath, gas,
mum of tb ree years work experiCars
WATER View Lot: In Pacentral heat and air
ence. Degree helpful but not renorama Shores, $7,300. 1973 CADILLAC ElDorado
equipped, partially furn- 2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bed
quired. We offer an excellent comConvertible. Excellent inished, $5,850 753-7668 room home, close to down- 436-5511
terior, fully loaded, good
pensation and fringe benefit package
8a m
m
town 753-4109
WOODED Lot In Candle- mechanical shape but
body
along with the opportunity for ad1986 BUCANEER 14 3 BEDROOM House In light Estates, 100x 195, rough. $2,000 Of best offer
vancement in a growing company.
$3,850
753-7668
Call
wide, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths
753-5531.
town 753-3584
days
Send your resume to:
all electric, nice home
507
1976 CADILLAC Seville
POPLAR $275/
753-7549 after 8p m
Personnel Department
month, $100 deposit ReGood condition, $1,200.
450
P. 0. Box 402
ferences required
492-825,1.
Farms
280
Murray, KY 42071
527-7397 after 5p m or on
For Sale
Mobile
1977 CHRYSLER Cor
weekends
Homes For NM
JUST Now On The Market! doba: $800, good condi
12x60 OVERLOOKING NEAT 2 bedroom brick ap- Beautiful small farm and bon. 436-5495
Kentucky Lake, 2 bed- pliances furnished, large ranch-style brick home. 1979 VW RABBIT $850 or
rooms, 1 bath, gas heat, yard, $325 References Large barn has shop with best offer
Phone
all new lighting and wiring. 753-7726
$175 per month water in- and deposit required
753-5703
Also stocked pond House
cluded, deposit required
If you need any form of Life
has been remodeled and 1980 PONTIAC Trans Am
Call 753-7668 days
360
trim painted this year Con- PS, PB, POL. PW, needs
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
2 BEDROOM Trailer Furntact Kopperud Realty, motor, $1,200 firm Call
Pets
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
ished 753-4632 after 5p m
474-2009
753-1222.
a &PON
Home Insurance just give us a call.
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
We will check with several
or unfurnished Some new
Murray Fire Extinguisher
furniture, natural gas
FREE KITTENS
companies to give you the best
Sales & Service
electric, elf conditioned
to a good home.
possible rate and benefits and
225 N. 2nd St.
Shsdy Oaks 753-5209
759-1999
deliver the information to you and
.24 Hour Answering Service
Very friendly, good
3 BEDROOM Mobile
'Free Pick-Up & Delivery.
your home. If you decide to buy a
Home On large pewee lot,
vLh children One
-We Service Any Types.
policy from us, we also give you
8 miles east of Murray Call
gold,one white and tan
Lindsey Beane residence
free claim service.
436-2582
and the other white and

Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

111111

Rd Sale

430

240
Miscellaneous

Noon

NORWEGIAN Elkhounds
AKC puppies, wormed and
had all shots Make excellent Christmas gifts, $100
each. (901)642-7917

753-5870

2XL 3XL, 4XL even 5XL
golf shirts,sweats and jacke ts .
At
Faye's,
9.30a.m -8p m. Mon.- Sat.,
1-5p.m Sun next to WalMart.

Pets
I Supplies

t

_ssl

^rry wean

L1Bjg7

Le.

Oe

-' • •

"TC111i1

Mae.

their
said.
"He
This i
said.
The

IP arill

The Boston Tea Party Is doing a dinner
card. Good for gifts! lithe operator
misses you, call the restaurant.

aRou
grrst
prever

753-0910

goy=
Thri
deal, h

RN-LPN
Full time positions available. Work

Monday
through Friday or 12 hours Saturday and
Sunday. LPN's $7.10 per hour, RN's $9.10
per hour, additional differential added for:
shift differential
nursing years of experience
charge nurse position.
Apply in person:
Mills Manor Nursing Home

500 Beek Lane
Mayfteld,Ky.

•••
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Committee's promise not delivered, yet

New phone
books ready

Rev. Freddie 13. Alexander

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
press secretary, said the promised
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's inaugur- donation was a matter to be hand- involved. l'herefore, I do not feel
obligated to discuss the Mallet with
Services for the Rev. Freddie B. United Methodist Church
for 34 al committee hasn't followed led by the inaugural committee.
a newspaper," Wells said in a
Alexander are today at 1 p.m. in years and pastoral
"The governor's not been
many churches through on a nearly 2-year-old
stateme
the
nt released last week.
chapel of Collier Funeral in the Western Kentucky
promise to donate as much as involved in any of the financing"
Just as railroads and superhigharea.
Home, Benton. The Rev. D.H.
Rev. Alexander was at present a $50,000 to the Kentucky Special of the inauguration, he said.
ways have spanned vast distances
The documents the committee
to sustain commerce in the 20th Tucker and the Rev. Robert Say- member of Church Grove United Olympics, but an executive with
Alexander said he believed no filed with the IRS include a propwell
are officiating.
Methodist Church and of Wingo the charity isn't complaining.
Century, telecommunications offers
contribution has been made to the osed budget filed in December
Burial will follow in Mt. Olive Masonic Lodge.
The Wilkinson Inaugural Com- Special Olympics because the inau- 1987 that said the committee
the same promise for the future,
mittee Inc. had informed the Inter- gural committee just recently expected to incur $16,500 in
according to South Central Bell Cemetery in Graves County.
Rev. Alexander, 81, Rt. 3, BenSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. nal Revenue Service that it would closed its books by filing a report expenses for consultants.
Manager Dwane Tucker.
ton, died Sunday at 1:08 a.m. at Opal Alexander;
That is why the new Purchase
two daughters, donate an anticipated surplus of on its finances with the IRS.
However, the actual expenses for
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Mrs. Glenda Clapp
Area telephone directory, which
and Mrs. Joyce S50,000 from the governor's
Meanwhile, Wells said the com- "consulting fees"
A
totaled $173,765
retired
minister, he was a Coursey, Benton; one sister, Mrs. December 1987 inauguration to
will soon be delivered to area
the mittee would not say who received — or 20 percent of all of
member
of
Paduca
the comh
District of Gertrude Lanmon, Mayfield.
state Special Olympics.
homes and businesses, features an
$173,765 in consulting fees paid by mittee's expense
s
—
accordi
ng to
"We have not received any the committee.
illustration by Kentucky artist
documents the committee filed
money from the inaugural commitCynthia Torp of a little girl holding
"There were no public funds later with
the IRS.
tee yet, but we have not been told
a section of fiber optic cable —
we
one of the new technologies built
wouldn't," said David KerThe funeral for
Mr. Easley, 75, Farmington, died
chner, executive director of Keninto South Central Bell's state-of- Easley is today at Harland K.
2 p.m. in the Monday at 1:45 a.m. at Murraytucky Special Olympics.
the-art telecommunications net- chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Calloway County Hospital.
"When it was first announced
work. "Fiber optics is just a part of Mayfield. The Rev.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. they would give us a donation,
the technology that will play an and the Rev. BillHarry Yates
we
Tate are Margaret Galloway Easley; step- sent
increasingly important role in pro- officiating.
them a letter saying how
Prices as or 10 a.m.
daughter, Mrs. Andrea Helm, excited we were they were thinkin
viding jobs and in improving the
Industrial Average
g
+2.34
Pallbearers are Sid Easley, Eric Opelika, Ala.; stepson, David
I.B.M.
98% unc
Col- about us.
quality of life in the cities, towns Easley, Don Easley,
Previous Close
2632.04
Ingersoll Rand
David Hawk, ley, Champaign, Ill.; one sister,
46
/
1
4 +/i
"We looked at this as a wonderand rural areas that South Central Joseph Helm, Steve
Air Products
44'/. -1
/
4
Jerrico
23% B 23/
McCua
1
4A
Bell serves throughout Kentucky," Kenneth Galloway. Burial n and Mrs. Lou Anne McCuan, Rt. 1, ful possibility. If it happens, great.
A.T.C.-Class A
491
/
4 B 50A
Kmart
will fol- Farmington; two stepgrandchildren: But
33 -1
/
4
we don't know enough about
Tucker said.
AT&T
43/
1
4 +1
/
4
low in Burnett's Chapel Cemetery. three nephews; one
Kroger
141
/
4 +1
/
4
niece.
the inauguration's finances to know
Bell South
Just inside the directory cover
51% unc
McDonalds
32 +1
/
4
if they have any money left over.
Briggs & Stratton
there's a lot more than just listings.
27 +1
/
4
JCPenney
671
/
4 -1
/
4
Chrysler
So, if it doesn't happen, we won't
The Emergency Page is a quick
19/
1
4 unc
Quaker Oats
59'/. -1
/
4
CSX Corp
complain. The governor's office
reference to fire, police and medi33 unc
Sears
381
Funeral rites for Virgil Forrester
/
4 unc
A member of Arlington First
Dean Foods
has generally been supportive of
cal emergency numbers. And the will
321
/
4
+1
/
4
Texaco
53 +1
/
4
be Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Baptist Church, he was a retired
Dollar Gen. Store
us."
9'/. B 10A
Customer Guide offers all kinds of chapel
Time Inc.
1321
/
4
-1
/
8
Exxon
State Finance Secretary Rogers
45/
1
4 unc
helpful information — from area Home, of Story and Orr Funeral service station owner and operator.
UST
271
/
4
unc
Arlingt
on.
The
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Ida
Rev. Alvin
Ford
Wells, the inauguration
43% -1
codes to how to do business with York
/
4
Wal-Mart.
43% unc
will officiate.
Birdwell Forrester; one daughter, tee's president, indicat commitGeneral Motors
42
/
1
4 -1
/
4
the telephone company.
Woolworth
ed in a
58% -1/.
Burial will follow in Arlington Mrs. Nancy May Hutson, ColdwaGoodrich
44 unc
C.E.F. Yield
recent interview that a contribution
Home customers who don't Cemete
7.97
ry.
ter; three sisters, Mrs. Irene King
Goodyear
44% -1
/
4
receive a directory by Dec. 12,
would
be
made
to
the
state
special
Friends may call at the funeral and Mrs. Thelma Wilson, Bardolympic
should call South Central Bell at home after
5 p.m. today (Tuesday). well, and Mrs. Pauline Wilson, know s, but he said he did not
1+557-6500; business customers
when or how much.
Mr. Forrester, 86, Rt. 2, Arling- Clinton; one brother, James ForresBETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM
call 1+557-6300. There is no ton, died
Wells said he hadn't checked
Monday at 12:22 a.m. at ter, California; five grandchildren; recentl
charge for the call.
y
on
the
committee's
Community Hospital, ?s4field.
COURTSOU ARE
two great-grandchildren.
753-3366
MURRAY KENTUCKY
finances and did not know why the
donation had not been made.
He also said he did not know
how much money the committee
had left. He said he would check
with the accountant who worked
Good
for the committee, Asa Hord.
GM QUALITY
641 South
GM
Neighb
or
SERVICE
PARTS
"This is a freebie, so I don't see
Murray
Chevy
how
anyone
753-261
can
7
compla
in," Wells
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal not have brought in enough new bard
Stars
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts
thrift regulator M. Danny Wall has cash or sufficiently removed Lin- did mentioning Rousselot, who said. "The committee decided to
not
return
give
any
a
reporter's calls.
remaining money to a
changed his description of a tele- coln from the control of Charles H.
Hubbar
phone call he got in April from Keating Jr., the controversial chair- contrib d received only a $375 charity. It could have been any
We'll put you
ution from Keating in 1987 charity. I think one of our contribuU.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard of man of the association's parent,
tors
and
asked
two
$375 contributions from
if we would consider
on the road
Kentucky.
American Continental Corp.
American Continental attorney Special Olympics, and we said
The change came after Hubbard,
Two days after Hubbard's call, James
torr$avings!
Grogan in 1986 and 1987, 'fine.'"
D-1st District, objected to Wall's on April 14, Wall's agency — then
After
accordi
talking
ng
with Hord, Wells
to his campaign finance
Call
comments about the call regarding called the Federal Home Loan
said he would disclose no additionthe troubled Lincoln Savings and Bank Board — took over Lincoln. reports.
Hubbard's campaign committee al information about the commitLoan Association of Irvine, Calif.
The institution's financial collapWall said in a tape-recorded se, now at the center of numerous received a $1,000 contribution on tee's finances except to any contrifor a new or used
interview Nov. 1 with The Asso- investigations and legal proceed- April 17 from Leonard Bickwit Jr., butor who might ask.
car or truck today!
The committee, formed in late
ciated Press that Hubbard urged ings, has focused public attention a Washington attorney and lobbyist
1987
whose
to
finance
clients
costs
include American
of the official
"prompt consideration" of a prop- on the degree to which members of
Continental, campaign finance ceremonies of Wilkinson's inauguosal to sell the institution.
Congress should become involved reports
ration, raised $878,107 in private
show.
Hubbard, a member of the House in regulatory matters.
Bickwit said in an interview that contributions. Most of the money
Banking Committee, acknowledged
The beneficiaries of Keating's
calling Wall about the Lincoln mat- heavy political contributions his contribution was unrelated to came from large corporations that
ter, The Courier-Journal reported include five senators accused of American Continental and that he do business for the state or are regMonday. But Hubbard said he only trying to improperly influence knows nothing about Hubbard's ulated by it.
Documents the committee filed
asked for a "status report" and did thrift regulators on Lincoln's call to Wall.
Independent General Insurance Agent
in
September with the IRS were
Hubbard
's
commit
tee
reporte
d
a
not ask for speedy consideration of behalf. The Senate ethics commitRepresenting
$1,000 contribution on April 21 obtained by The Courier-Journal
the sale proposal.
tee has retained a lawyer to look from a politica
Insuran
8
ce Companies
l action committee and show that, as of Oct. 31, 1988,
Wall, who heads the federal into the five senators' activities.
the
controll
commit
tee had paid all of its
ed by former Rep. Dave
Office of Thrift Supervision, agreeThe call Hubbard made to Wall
* I have a variety of coverage in all types of
d with Hubbard's version of the also is of interest because it is not Evans, D-Ind., now a lobbyist. expenses for the inauguration and
had
Evans'
a
balance
register
of
$30,621
ed
clients
on
hand.
Health and Life Insurance.
do
not
call during an interview with the clear why he made it. Hubbard said
include
The
committ
any
ee
was
Keatin
designe
g
interes
d
a
ts,
Louisville newspaper earlier this two or three people asked him to
tax-exempt charity
though bankrup
* I have a variety of prices.
month.
telephone Wall but he can't recall one of Keatingtcy papers filed by based on its applicat by the IRS
ion, which said
's
compan
ies
list
But Wall disagreed with an AP who.
Evans' firm among its "accounts its public purpose was to replace
* I can fit the coverage and price for each
story based on the Nov. 1 interWall said he understood Hub- payable"
state funding of the inauguration
vendors.
view, saying that reporter Dave bard was inquiring at the request of
individual.
Evans did not returned phone ceremonies — most of which were
Skidmore had misinterpreted his several former House colleagues,
messages left on his answering free to the public.
"Free help in filing claims for my clients"
remarks.
and he believes he remembers Hub- machine.
Doug Alexander, the governor's
Hubbard has not been accused of
impropriety. Wall said it would
have been proper for Hubbard to
have urged prompt consideration of
the sale so long as he didn't ask for
any specific action.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Padu- the PCC budget.
Asked about differences between cah's $5 million Allied Health SciPlans call for classrooms, laborWall's tape-recorded comments, ence Center will get an executi
ve atories and offices for programs in
Wall's spokesman, Karl Hoyle, start Monday as Gov. Wallac
anatom
said this week that his boss simply Wilkinson joins in the facility e biologyy and physiology, micro's
, both practical and licensed
had made a mistake in his initial groundbreaking ceremonies.
nursing programs, physical theraprecollection of the April telephone
Charles T. Wethington, chancel- ist assistant, radiology technology,
conversation.
lor of the University of Kentucky respiratory therapy and surgical
"The fact of the matter is (Hub- Community College System, said technology.
bard) called here for a status the ceremony is scheduled to begin
Construction contracts will be
report," said Hoyle, who is senior at 9:30 Lm. CST.
awarded in December and condirector for congressional and publThe 50,000-square-foot center struction will start about Jan. 1.
ic relations for the thrift supervi- will stand between Paducah Com- Completion
is expected in time for
sion office.
munity College and the West Ken- the 1991 fall semester.
After reading the AP story, Hub- tucky State Vocational-Technical
Area companies, organizations
bard telephoned Wall and School off U.S. 62 west The and individuals made the building
"reminded Dan" of the content of schools will share the center, possible by donating more than
their April conversation, Hoyle although it will be operated under $350,000.
said.
"He said, 'Hey, this is wrong.
This isn't what I said," Hoyle
said.
The proposed sale of Lincoln to
a group led by former Rep. John
Rousselot, R-Calif., would have
prevented its takeover by the
government.
Thrift regulators rejected the
TELLER 24 LOCATIONS:
deal, however, on grounds it would

Harland K. Easley

maihripik7 HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market

Virgil Forrester

Federal thrift regulator Wall changes
description of phone call from Hubbard

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.

DAVID YORK

INSURANCE

Lou V. McGary

Wilkinson will join in PCC
groundbreaking ceremonies

Peoples Bank Teller 24
Is Working This Holiday.
Even though the offices of Peoples Bank
are closed:

Amt

THANKSGIVING
Thursday, November 23, 1989
Our Teller 24 locations will be open
around-the-clock to handle your
regular banking transactions.

We're Celebrating Our Anniversary
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2 Liter

Coke Products
Only

990

Stock up
for the
Holidays'
12 Pack Canned

Coke Products
Only

279

Good 11/22 - 11/26/89

OPEN

21 HOURS

1201 Chamtnut St - Murray

N. 12TH AT CHESTNUT
S. 1211-I AT STORY
and CURRIS CENTER
AT MURRAY STATE
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